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10,000 pills

Clean-up Day set;
largest dustpan to
prelniere Satllrday
B,· Bruce Kirkham

Starr Writer

said he hopes that crews collect
15 tons this year.
McDaniel said he hopes to see
2000 participants at this year's
clean-up. an increase of about
500 from last years event.
Transportation will
be
provided for participants. both
to the day's events at Turley
Park and to designated clean-up
areas in the city. Buses will
le:we 101' Turley Park from the
Student Center, Lentz Hall and
Neely Hall at 9 a.m.
The lllinois National Guard
wili provide transportation
from the registration point at
Turley Park to designated
clean-up areas.
Prizes will be awarded to the
fraternity. sorority. campus
group and community group
that gathers the most trash in
tho:?ir category. Prizes will also
be awar(ied to Ihe individual
adult and youth who gathers the
most trash.
All participants are eligible
for prizes provided by Like
Cola. The prizes include hl!ck

A 101 of helping hands wi.l
descend upon the streets and
alleys of Carbondale Saturday.
filling trash bags with debris as
a part of Carbondale Clean-up
Day 1!'tiJ3.
"The Helping Hands of You
and Me" is the them" for the
fourth annual Clean-up Day.
sponsored
by
the
Undergraduate Student
Organization. Seven-up. the
City of Cart:ondale and WTAO.
Registration for participants
will begin at 8 a.m. Saturday at
Turley Park on West Main
Street.
Curtis McDaniel and Troy
Brown. Clean-up Day coordinators, said Thursday that all
plans for the event are finalized.
and aU that remains is for
Clean-up Day to arrive.
The first three Clean-up Days
resulted in the removal of 34.4
tons of trash from the streets of
Carbondale, McDaniel said.
Last year's clean-up netted 9.4
tons of debris, and McDaniel See DUSTPAN. Page 3

sea ttered in

Murphysboro
By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer

Time for talk

See PUIs, Page 3
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usn approves bicycle safety
resolution, recognizes group
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer
A resolution that calls fer
improved bicycle safety
measures on campus was appro-.ed by the Student Senate
Wednesday.
The .-esolution designates the
area between the north end of
the Student Center and the
south end of Faner Hall as a
bicycle walking arpa. According to the - 1>. tJposal,
bicycl:3ts would be required to
dismount their bicycles and
walk them through the area.
The large number of
pedestrians moving through the
area between classes was cited
as the reason for the measure.
The resolution also calls for
the placement of "slow" signs
at the base of the P*'destrian
walkway over U.S. Highway 51

and at other potentially
hazardous areas on campus.
Speed tape will also be placed
on the bike lanes of the overpass, according to the
resolut\on. Speed tape serve&
the same purpose as rumble
strips on highways, but is flat
and therefore does not create a
hazard to bicycliSts.
The resolution also prohibits

Gus says bike riden ought tel
give pedestriani a spot:tinK
chance - go for 'em In the open
where they can run for safety.

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Renita Daniels, 8, talks to Amari Dawson, 10, on the basketbaU
court at Evergreen Terrace after a rain. Friday'S foreca~t
calls for an end to this week's rain although cloudy skies and
a chance of drizzle are expected.

Three Murphysboro residents
were arrested and charged with
reckless conduct and possession
of a controlled substance early
Thursday after about 10,000
assortxd pills and capsules were
discovered scattered about
Murphysboro "possibly as a
prank."
Jackson County Sheriff Bill
Kilquist said the drugs were
being tested for content but at
lea;;t some were known to be a
controlled substance. An
estimated dollar value of the
drugs was not known as of
Thursday afternoon.
Arrested were Richard
Stearns, 26, Patty Elli~ 17, and
Roger Ratajc7.ak, 25, ac.'cording
to the sheriff's department.
The arrests were made after
deputies were called to the
parking lot of PJ's Tavern in
rural Murphsyboro about 1 a.m.
to investigate a "large quantity
of pills, capsules and other drug
medif'ation" found in the lot.
Bar employees described a
van which had been seen

bicyclists from riding on the
access ramps for handicapped
students on the Faner HaD
breezeway.
The resolutioll was approved
in a 16 to 4 vote following
lengthy disl~ussion by the
senate. Senators who opposed
the resolution said that they did
not have adequate time to study
the proposal. Five se.lators did
not vote.
:fhe resoiution will now be
sent to the University's Traffic
and Parkir.g Committee for
consideration.
In other business, the sendle
approved a bill to recognize the
Boomer Activity Council as a
R~gistered
Student
Organization. The bill allows
the council to use University
facilities such as the Studel1t
Center for meetir.(!s and activities.

State Senate
OKs nuclear
waste compact
By Karen Torry
Staff Writer

The Illinois Senate on
Thursday approved 38-13 an
amended version of the Midwest Interstate Compact on
Low-Level Radioactive Waste,
but the vote doesn't guarantee
that Illinois will share a waste
dump-site with other states.
One amendment, spollsored
by state Sen. Kenneth Buzbee,
D-Makanda, mandates that
public hearings be held in any
state designated to host a dump
site. The same amendment
calls for host states to open a
public access document room
containing all compact-rela~ed
documents in the state capital
and at the county scat in the
,",ounty where the site is located.
The compact is intended to
form an agreement between
Illine:s and 14 other states to
share a disposal site for lowlevel radioactive waste.
Another amendment directs
the compact commission, \>.nich
would
administer
the
agreement, to "consider and
adopt treatment, storage and
disposal methods designed to

minimize or eliminate the
amount of waste requiring
shallow la.,d burial."
That
amendment
also
requires a dump-site operator
to hold maximum liability insurance and ensures that all
party states would share the
costs of inspecting, cleaning up
and closing a dump site. The
amendment specifies that no
state will host a site longer than
20 years.
A third amendment requires
~at the regional management
pial', which would determine
how a dump site is operated,
provide alternative disposal
methods to shaDow land burial
and deep in~tion wells.
"You can t really prohibit it
(shallow land burial) because
it's the only game in town right
now," said Chris Carpenter,
press aide to Buzbee, who voted
for the amended compact. "But
W~ ought to be looking At. other
ways to do it."
State Sen. Gene Johns, DMarion, voted against the
amended bill, arguing that the
compact should bar shallow
See COMPACT, Page 3

House votes to halt aid to Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP) - A heated debate in which each
bitterly divided House on side acused the other of risking
Thursday voted for the SCC\)nd dee~::" U.S. involvement in
time in three months to cut off Central Amenca's wars.
"Military victory is the adCIA support for Nicaraguan
counter-revolutionaries.
The ministration's bottom line,"
charged
Rep. Edward P.
227-194 vote.la!·gely along party
lines, was nearly identical to the Boland, D-Mass., chairman of
the
House
Intelligence Comearlier tally.
Likr. the fi~t cut-off proposal, mittee, about the expanding
CIA
backing
for Nicaraguan
the new one is seen as unlikely
or counterto win approval in the "contras" Republican-controUed Senate. revolutionaries.
Boland.
sponsor
of the cut-off
There were 209 Democrats
and 18 Republicans voting for amendment, said the Reagan
administration
must stop
~he cut-off proposal.
The House vote came after a "waging war in Nicaragua. And

make no mistake about it, this is
e:<acUy what the United States
is doing."
But Republicans said the
covert action had succeeded
in pressuring the Nicaraguan
Sandinista government to
cwtail its support for leftist
guerrillas in 1"1 Salvador and to
accept new peace proposals
from the so-called Contadora
nations - Mexico, Colombia,
Venezuela and Panama.
FurtIler, declared Ref.. G.
William Whitehurst. R-Va., au

intelligence committee
member, if the covert action is
stopped, "before this decade is
out, you will see American
blood spilled in ways no one can
imagine." He suggesled that if
the covert action was stopped it
could lead to direct U.S.
military intervention.
The amendment to the 1984
intelligence authorization bill
would eliminate the covert aid
and replace :t '.''!th $50 million in
open assistance to help pro-U .S.
nations in the region stop leftist

gun-runnl..,g.

At the State Department,
meanwhile, Nicaraguan
Foreign Minister Miguel
d'Esceto met with senior U.S.
offidals and presented what he
said were "v*'!'Y r.oncrete and
detailecl
propos.1Is"
for
achie';ing peace in Central
Am('rica. After meeting with
Alisistant Secretary of State
Langhorne Motley and other
officials,
D'Escoto
told
reporters it was the first
proposal of its kind since
Central American peace
negotiations began nine months
ago.

State Senate approves del~tion -·News Roundup-Chicago teachers strike continues
of provision linking a~d to draft
or
By Phillip Fiorini
starr Writer

require' a seJ:rate piece of

The
Illinois
Senate
unaminously voted Wednesday
to approve Gov. James
Thompson's delf?tion of a
provision in a bill requiring
students to sign a separate
document
proving
draft
registration before receiving
state financial aid.
If the House duplicates the
St.'nate artion on the bili, the top
gr:mt ava ilable from the Illinois
State Scholarship Commission
for die 1983-84 academic year
Woulfl rise to $2,250 a year, up
from $2,050. The Senators voted

&~~~~;~I ai~('a~~~e st:[ear~!~r.

said Robert Clem('nt, director
of the (SSC office of informational services.
Clement said the :;tate law
would .hen "piggy·hack" the
federal system, which is
already in place.
The legislation, which will
affect about 5,000 SIU-C
students, is being studied by the
University Legal Counsel to see
what otlter types of financial aid
the bill may affect. .
Thompson changed the
original language of the bill in
September to make it coincide
58-0.
with federal law, which
The House is expected to requires students to sign a
address the biD the first week in statement saying that they have
November in its fall veto . either registered for the draft or
session.
" '
are exempt.
"If the House goes along with
The bill still includes a
it, it will mean schools won't
pas.<;age stating that applicants

CHICAGO CAP) - With negotiators admitting Thursdal
that talks are hopelessly mired in the 13th day
Chicago s
longest teachers strike, the only glimmer of a breakthnhlgh
was agreement for federal mediation.
But while 436,000 students in the nation's third-largest school
district remained sidelined and angry parents pressured
authorities for a settlement, no mediator was forthcoming.

for any student aId funded by
the state in whole or in part
must submit to the institution
documentation that he or she
coml?lies with the Selective
ServIce registration as required
by federal law. The bill pertains
to aid granted by the ISSC or
any state-supported higher
education institution used for a
state-supported or private institution.
Presently, students must sign
a "Statement of Educational
Purpose-Rcgistration Compliance form. Males not eligible
for the draft and females who
are exempt must complete that
fJrm.
That law will be in effect until
the Supreme Court considers a
formal
appeal.
which
questioned the bill and declared
it unconstitutional because it
forced men 10 incriminate
themselves.

Fourth restaurant patron stricken
PEORIA CAPi - Apparent botulism poisoning has stricken
a fourth person who ate at a Peoria restaurant the day after
authorities detE'rmined that three of its patrons had been
hospitalized with symptoms of the disease, officials said
Thursday.
Faye Leach, 35, dined Sunday at the Skewer Inn, said Dr.
Richard O'Connor, an infecti.:mz tiisease specialist. The
Pontiac woman was the most recent of 32 patrons of the
restaurant to be hi)spitali~. She was in good condition
Thursday at St. Francis Medical Center here.

Storms ravage Southwestern U.S.
By the Associated Press
Record rains from a dying Pacific hurricane that left 30
people missing in Mexico chased hundreds from their homes,
Thursday in Texas and Oklahoma where five people died
during a two-day deluge.
OKlahoma Gov. George Nigh declared a state of emergency
and put the Natbnal Guard on standby alert as more than 11
inches of rain in places sent floodwaters up to 8 feet deep
pouring across highways and into homes.

City debates legality of sign
By Paula J. Finlay

Starr Writer

Laws and regulations are
known for having loopholes. In
the case of Carbondale's sign
regulations, it was a loophole
big enough to drive a truck
through.
Complaints from Carbondale
residents about a pick-up truck
with a sign in the back advertising the Italian Village
restaurant and parked at a busy
intersection p:-ompted the
Carbondale Planning Commission to examine the city's
sign regulations Wednesday
night.
Vehicles with signs in their
beds do not faU under current
sign regulations, Tom Redmond, city planner, said. Code
Enforcement Director John
Yow began receiving complaints about the Italian Village
sign in March and the com-

mission discussed the problem
Sepi.. 21. Redmond said.
"It is a loophole that needs 10
be addressed somehow, " he
said.
Rc;!mond
presented
a
proposed text change prerared
by the city's legai tiepariment
which considers as a sign a
"vehicle used primarily to
support a sign." Vehicles used
prImarily to support signs
would
fall
under
sign
regulations and be required to
obtain a sign permit.
The change would not include
"normal signs" - signs on
transportation, delivery or
other vehicles used for regular
business, Redmond said.
·'It boils down to how the
vehicle is being used," he said.
Commissioners weren't ready
to accept the text change and
directed the planning and legal
staffs to reconsider its wording.
"This is
not
written

properly," (ommissioner Holf
said.
CounCIlman Patrick Kelley.
council liaison to the commision, su~ested thai the text
change focus tin '!;~Iether signs
are attached to vehicles. then
specify certain exceptions such
as detachable magnetic signs.
"When you get into the
primary purpose of a vehicle,
you're getting into an slippery
area," Kelley said.
But another commissioner
thought the group was c... er~
stepping its boundaries by
regulating signs in vehicles.
"We've decided we can
legislate the aesthetics of what
one can carry in his lruck. What
we're doing is wrong." Commissioner J<?ff Pauline said.
"It's not our right to tell an
individual how to U5£ his truck.
If he wants to park his trurk on
the parking lot and pay Ihe
meter. he has that right."

Unrest threatens Caribb~"an' island

Schillin~

BRIDGETOWN, Bart.ados (AP) - Scattered gunfire broke
out in Grenada Thursday after the army killed Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop and as many as 10 others in a far left coup.
The army placed the island under curfew and warned that
violators would be shot on sight.
In Washington, White House: spokesman Larry Speakes said
the turmoil on the Caribbean island - where there are some
1,000 Americans, many of them medical students - "has
raised our concerns to the highest level."
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Two burglaries r~ported to police
Two burglaries totaling over
in property losses were
reported to (,arhondale police
Wednesday.
":dward'F, Hittm('ir. 21i. 30li S.
"iraham St., told polk(' his
hom(' was brok('n into late
W('dnesday morning' and an

Al\I-FM amplifi('r. a l..'I-inch
color television and a cass('tte
player wer(' taken. The
property's v;t1ue wa!< t'!<timated
at $975.
In a separate incident. $617
worth of stereo equipm('nt was
stol('n from the car of William

$1 500

l.ewis. 30, 321 Lynda St .. police
said.
An AM-FM cassette playt::r.
equalizer and two speakprs
w('re stolen ~ometim(' Tuesday
night or Wpdnesday morning.
police said.

DUSTPAN from Page 1
packs, frisbees. scarfs and a
black and white television set.
Tipton's Appliance Center is
donating a mystery prize.
The city is providing trucks
and trash bags to be used
throughout the day. McDaniel
said participants are encouraged to use their own trash
hags when possible.
('ans will be separated from
the trash for recycling, and
proceeds from the sale of the
cans will be donated to a charity
organization to be named I_ater.

McDamel said.
The ('Jean-up Day will be of
int('rest to not on Iv Carbondale
residents, b;,;: to writers of
r('cord books as well. Th(' day
will mark the debut of the
world's larg('st dustpan.
The dustpan. which measures
:l9 feet wide and 16 feet lall. was
built by members of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
Also on display al Turley
Park S'lturday will be the
world's largest broom, which
made its debut at Clean-up Day

1980. The broom is 32 feet wide
and has a 40-foot handle.
After the morning clean-up.
participants will be treated to
an afternoon of relaxing and
entertainment in Turley Park at
Clean-up Day Fest. which
begins at I p.m.
F.ntl'rtainmeut will
hp
provided by the rock group
Spectrum, Tumbletow!l USA
gymnastics team. the Black
Fire Dancers and IIle Saluki
Shakers. WTAO is sponsoring
the live entertainment.

Take Charge With ...

'PILLS from Page 1
leaving the site where the drugs
were found. A short time later,
deputies stopped the van in
Murphysboro and found a small
quantity of pills and capsules in
it, a spokesman said. Stearns
and Ellis were arrested.
Deputies later obtained a
search warrant and searched
the home of Ratajczak, Qualls

Trailer Court on Rural Route 4,
where "large quantities of
similiar
drugs
were
recovered," the sheriff's
Saposokesa!!.asntedsa.id. Ratajczak was
Is4 .. ~
Pills aDd capsules were also
found strewn along Chestnut
Street, near the Jackson County

Courthouse, on Walnut Street
and on the bridge on Old Route
13 east of Murphysboro, ttoe
spokesman said.
The
Murphsboro
Fire
l>epartment hosed the streets at
these locations to ensure that no
d~gs were left behind, Kilquist
said.

. From SIU Employees Credit Union.
No Better Place To Borrow.
No Better Place To Save.

COMPACT from Page 1
l1"nd burial.
"I wanted to prohibit shallow
lanel burial sites because every
ont' of them has become
faulty." Johns !<aid. "The state
Department of Nudear Safety
has not ('ven ('onsidered the
possibilitv of problems."
Johns c-onceded that failure to

c.pprove the original compact or not going to vote for it."
approval of an amended version
might kill Illinois' chances o£
The House. which passed the
sharing waste disposal ('osts original compact last May. will
with other states.
consider the am('nded version
"But I'm not sure that's a bad during its session in ('arly
id('a," he said. "I'm not November. If approved. Illinois
satisfied with the bill's ('on tents then will have to convince other
yet. Until I see a beller bill I'm states to pass the rewritten bill.

lTRESS AND BURNOUT: COPING AND
PREVENTION

"" '".,'." ••6.'. '"

Open to SIU faculty and staff, this 2·hour workshop will
help you assess your present level of stress as well as
developing new coping skills. Coli the Counselir.g Center
{453-5371) for more information ond a reservation.
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()pinion &Gommentary

Euromissiles
Ii'!TERNATI~NAL

ARMS CONTROL negotiators should take

~~~.the cardinal rule of poker: Don't bet unless you're prepared

Despite foor years of controversy and mounting international
publk: protest, the United Statl'S and its NATO allies are preparing
to d"ploy U.S. missiles in E... rope.
.
Although the official decision on whether to put Pershing II and
ground-launched Cruise missiles in Western Europe will not be
made until mid-December, 25 missiles have reportedly been packed
up and are ready for shipping to completed facilities in West Germany and Great Britain.
TIn; DECISION to deploy the missiles was made by NATO
leaders in December, 1979, along with an announcement of NATO's
willingness to begin negotiations to reduce overall strength of intermediate weapons on the European ,.mtinent.
But with the steadily deteriorating state of Soviet-American
relations, fueled by President Reagan's militaristic rhetoric and
heightened by. the Soviet's indefensible downing of a Korean
passenger jet, Ii is almost certain that the first missiles will be
.
installed early next year.
NATO leaders claim that 108 Pershings and 464 Cruise missiles
are a necessary response to the Soviet Union's derloyment in the
late 19705 of SS-3) intermediate-range ballistic missiles aimed at
Western Europe.

---CLettetS-----You can't judge U.S. from campus

nEP~~YME.NT

pruponents say the ",issiles are also a necessary
bargammg chip to be used at the negotiating table with the Soviets.
Oppon~nts of deplo~m~nt point out that every Soviet target that
can be hit by a Euromlsslle can already be obliterated several times
over by existing missiles in the United States and Europe.
And the prediction of Euromissile opponents that the Soviets will
atter!lpt t~ match the nuc.lear ante in Europe has already born true.
F:arher thiS week the Soviets announced that if the Euromissiles are
installed. the Soviet Union will deploy new nuclear weapons capable
of reaching the United States in 10 minutes.

so WIIAT is to be gained by the Euromissiles? Undeniably the
new missiles will give NATO more military options and thus a more
nexible response. They also will more closely link American and
Allied forces and serve as a symbol of NATO cohesiveness that has
orten been lacking.
But strategic improvements can be !:iatched by the Soviets. and
the symbolic ~ai.ns come at a co~t!y and potentially deadly price.
The E~romlssde controversy has sparked a week of massive
protests In Europe. Last Saturday, tens of thousands of West
Germans took part in demonstrations and blockades of U.S.
military bases.
IN Til ..: CAPITAL of Bonn, protesters formed a four-mile human
chai!l between the American and Soviet embassies, while in West
Berh.n, 9,000 people linked arns to encircle U.S. Army barracks.
ThiS Saturday, in Carbondale and in cities across the United
States, peace groups are s~ging demonstrations to coincide with
the ~nd of the Europoean protests.
While it is almost certain that the demonstrations will not stop the
~~~:d~i1c deployment, the protestors have a message that must
It's time for both players in this nuclear poker game to take a
hard look at the cards they hold. Nuclear weapons are not
"bargaining chips" to be used in a deadly contest of betting and
bluffing.

I would like to write in reply
to the letter of Kyu Ho Youm.
who wrote in reply to my former
letter. which was in reply to the
article about Mr. Choi and Mr.
Shim
(isn't
democracy
beautiful? ).
First of all, I will admit to
being guilty of assumption on
certain points, but with good
reason. Mr. Youm states that
Mr. Shim's and Mr. Choi's
unfavorable comments about
America were not meant to be
direct contrast between Korea
and America. Yet, in the
original article Mr. Shim says,

"Koreans meet with their
friends to talk of academk
things while here people meet to

was because it followed his
former contrast.

"i~('II\o,,~

Meanwhile. the main point of
my letter was evaded. That was
to point out that all of America
cannot be observed from a
college campus. which is most.
if not all, of what thev've seen.
That would be like forming an
opinion on all oriental countries
by watching old Godzilla
movies. The comparison is a
little ridiculous but I hope you
see my point. Your move. Joseph Gutierrez, Undecided
Major.

I also admit that I incorrectly
assumed a contrast of Korean
girls to American girls. This

New hotel no better for drinkers
The Carbondale City Council
has proven once again that
morality (what is right and
what is wrong) is in the eyes of
the beholder.
It is morally more acct!ptable
to drink :n a nice, new, clean
hotel '·(lIllple)!;. than nnf' !lr "!lr
\"t'rv own bars along Ih(' In
fa n'onus , .lin'adv "stahlishl'd
Sirip.
ni,'c.
('I('an (·on·
\"('ntion ,·('nler. "herl' nil'I'.
dl'an, "dl-suil!'d 1I'l'n ,lIld
I'rllJlI'r
"omc'n ('an drink in
011 mnsph£,f('

t'

nc·".

,I

How can yml get loose at a
hotel or convention center,
unless, of course, you are from
out of town. We know the
Carbondale City Council doesn't
encourage or promote out-()ftown partiers. That's bad for
our image runless money is to
be made, like Halloween for
instance.)
I, for ene, would never be able
to afford to go into a hotel for a
good time, 'Jnless there was a
bumper pool table and 25-cent
drafts. Besides, I can never find

·Of cockroaches and men . THEY DON'T occur very
often, but those moments when
one has to search desperately
for something to occupy one's
mind can be frightening.
It happened to me the other
night while doing the dishes (a
task which, you must admit,
requires little mind-work in and
of itself>. Right in the middle of
scrubbing a coffee cup, I lost all
my ideas. Blink. Just like that.
For an instant, I was in a
panic. I looked about the kitchen, feverishly trying to latch
onto something to ponder other
than Palmolive liquid or the
remains of the previous night's
chicken fricasee,
At that moment, a tiny
cockroach (one of many unwanted houseguests) crawled
up the wall from behind the
sink.
MY USUAL reaction to the
sight of a cockroach is typical of
humans: a grimace, followed
by an exhaustive effort to
destroy the pest with all
.available resources.
But in my desperation for
something to contemplate, I
forgot for that moment my
!lOrrt:lal read~on to the sight of a

race?

Jay
Small
Editorial Page Editor
roach. Instead, I decided that
there must be something in the
life of a cockroach worth
thinking about - at least until I
got through scouring the broiler

pa~e all know what humans
think of cockroaches. But I
decided that not enough attention is paid to the roaches'
impression of us.
What if, for example, my
companion on the wall had
joined me and my friends at a
local bar earlier in the week
during a rather complex
discussion of the greatest
questions facing the. ~umlln.
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lack depth." I don't know. is it
only me? Maybe Mr. Youm
should have read the article
better. The comments about
violence and American neighbors were directly above the
former comment. giving the
whole paragraph a sense of
contrast.

WE TRIED our test that
nigl\t to resolve the great issues
of religion: whether God exists,
what God might be and how a
supposedly perfect being might
justify toying with an imperfect
universe. Philosophers have
debated these matters inconclusively for as long as
we've had philosophers - and
wars have been fought to decide
which race has the better understanding of God. If all this
conflict has failed to resolve the
matter, the questions must be
unanswerable, we concluded.
But what would a cockroach
say to questions and conflicts
concermng religion? Very little,
probably. Cockroaches don't
figo'lt wars over religion - they
don'leven discuss it informally,
as we did. Roaches eat, rest and
make more roaches.
OUR DISCUSSION shifted to
earthly matters - relationships
between nations. Though we
agreed that the nuclear arms
race
is
a
dangerous
I)verestimate of the safety of a
balance of power, we couldn't
~ecide on a way out" ~ry .~~ ~e .

the bathrooms. They're always
down the hal! t!l the right, then
left, and then H's too late
anyway!
So, pretty soon, folks like you
and me will have to hit the roads
for those relocated bars. And
those cops will be busy busting
those wandering souls, and God
only knows who would benefit
from this hotel.
Except the Carbonciale City
Council and Stan Hoye. Randolph H. Ortlund, Housing
Staff, Trueblood lIall.

roaches win

might. We couldn't even agree the conversation. Relationships
as to how imminent a global among cockroaches of either
nuclear war might be. In- sex are almost always on an
ternational relations are equal footing. No male
another problem of mankind cockroach ever said "a
that good friends and beer woman's place is in the home"
apparently can't resolve.
(or worse, "in the kitchen,
A cockroach, though, would barefoot and pregnant"): and
be puzzied by such discussion. no female cockroach ever
Roaches don't fight wars, or chained herself to the State
build guns, or go to some Capitol rotunda awaiting
neutral European city for peace passage of an Equal Righl<>
talks that fail time and time Amendment. I doubt the
again. Roaches eat, rest and roaches even have constitutions
make more roaches.
to amend back there behind the
Finally. our talk centered sinks of America. Roaches eat,
around interpersonal relations. rest and make more roaches.
I ranted and raved in contempt
Wait a minute, you say. If
of the way the "macho male that's all roaches do, doesn't
image" keeps so many men that make them pretty stupid?
from becoming close friends Aren't eating, resting and
with other men. But even worse, n'pl"Odu('lion
fund,lIll('nlal
my friends argued, is the wa). instincts, common to all
that "traditional" altitudes animals?
some men and women cling to
(including, I presumed, that
THAT'S RIGHT, But one
"macho male image" I desp;,;e cockroach
trait convinces me of
SQ) reduce sensitivity and any
their
intelligence.
sense of ~uality in relati.",When
we
sense the presence
ships :;etween the sexes. Give it
time, we decided, it has to get of a roach, we grimace. When
roaches sense the presence of a
better.
human, they do the only thing
A COCKROACH would have 3 any rational animal would do.
They run.
hard time believing this part of

a
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Is fear of exploitation 'paranoia'?
Women don't

Feminist ~aranoia'
concern mISplaced
I've heard it all now. Ron
Isaacs is concerned that
feminists are "paranoid" about
rape. His concern is obviously
mi.,placed.
No one said anything about
purging "all references to the
admiration of feminine beauty
from literature and art,"
burning romance novels, or
covering Venus de Milo, or even'
labeling persons who fear rape
or th~ effects of pornography as
"feJ,linists." No one said that
women who fear rape fear all
men or resent "male attention." Most women do not
resent it if it is appropriate and
if it ;s given by a trusted man.
No one said that the "mating
instinct" is not natural, but
understand, Mr. Isaacs, that
rape has nothing to do with a
"mating instinct" or with the
"admiration of a woman's
beauty."
If Mr. Isaacs is concerned
about freedo.n, surely he must
see that rape is a serious breach
of freedom that women are
justifiably afraid of until there
are no more rapists, and that
pornography, whether or not it
encourages violence against
women, is degrading and exploitative to persons of both
sexes. - JaneUe Gerdes,
Sophomore, English.

JW;ut do women want?
There seems to be some
confusion among men about
what women want. For the
purpose of clarification, I
submit these thoughts: Most
women do enjoy the comNlny
and admiration of men. What
we object to, however, is being
treated as though we have
nothing more to contribute to a
situation than our physical
attributes.
Women, like men, offer
varying degrees of intelligence,
skills and abilities. What we ask
of men is that they look beyond
our outward appearances to the
more important, though less
obvious, qualities which we
possess. - SherriLea Micbaels.
Senior, Paralegal Studies.

threaten any
freedoms

They sell T-shirts, not 1vomen
I feel that the woman who
wrote to the D.E. Wednesday,
Ms. Kathleen Dwyer, should
have put her brain into gear
before engaging the services of
her pen. There were some
rather obvious :..TOrs in her
letter.
Paragraph one stated that the
shirts in question were more
offensive than the preachers
spouting abuse. To whom? I am
far more offended by the
arrogance of someone who does
not know me identifing me as a
"sinner" and aCCUSing me of
existing solely to satisfy my
lusts.
In paragraph two, the
"reveler" is, in fact, not a man,
rather it is the fourth horseman
of the apocalypse, Death, and
its arms do not bind anyone. Its
scythe does cross the body of
the woman, but the reaper,
using that weapon, takes all
when the time comes. But then
you wouldn't expect a graduate
student in EnJdish to be familiar
with medieval European myths,

would you? Also, the size of the
figure's breasts really has little
to do with anything, as some
women have large breasts, and
some
have
middle-sized
breasts, and some have s.nall
ones. Nature usually decides
what body shapes we get.
Paragraph three: the artist!
By using this terminology, the
graduate English major (who
should know how to choose
words properly> identified this
shirt as art. Surely no one views
the artistic use of the human
body as exploitive or offensive.
The men involved had a valid
University permit available, on
the table during the time when I
was in the area, and freely
offered it for my inspection on
request.
Paragraph
six.
The
statement, "If you don't like
them, don't buy them,:' sums it
up. Economic sanctions are
more effective than anything
else I am aware of. No sales,
you lose money. This solves the
problem neatly. If they sell,

then there is a large enough
demand that the will of the
people is obvious. An example
of this is: I don't drink beer, so I
don't buy it. I don't try to
pr~vent those who enjoy beer
from having it available.
Prohibition didn't work, did it?
Also. if you took the time to look
you will find that the woman is
not bound, and the members of
Delta Chi are selling shirts, not
bound women. Therefore,
neither you nor any other
women are sold as a monevmaking project.
Before the accusations start, I
am a supporter of ERA, and
also conduct myseH as a gentleman. and so find the shirt in
question not to my liking, but I
refuse to deny others their
rights to do as they please.
A question to ponder: would
Ms. Dwyer have objected if Ute
person pictured was a well built
male, say a body builder, on the
T-shirt? - Jacob M. Boals,
Senior, Tbeatfor.

~-----~ewpomt--------------~

Sexism 'fuels suppression of freedom'
By Juliana Anastasoff
Student Writer

would give him a more realistic view of
the consumers.

Ron Issacs' letter shrieked in disgust
about a "paranoid, tunnel-visioned"
feminism that he sees as a threat to his
freedom - but his sexism, androcentrism and ignorance fuels the
fire of freedom's supression.
First, in the social sciences, of which
feminist theory and criticism are a
part, there is no phenomenon that is
ever "intellectually laid to rest," as he
assumes was the issul! of the
relationship between pornography and
violence
toward
women.
No
presidential commission has the final
word on any issue. To endow the state
with such an absolute privilege and
access to "truth" is to threaten the very
freedom he fears to lose.
Second, what he presents as a factual
probability on the demographics of
pornography readership is his own
misinformed speculation. If he were to
visit an establishment that peddled
porn, he would find few "high school
boys and college freshmen" in the
crowd. Even a visit to a local book or
liquor stc:e's rack of porn magazines

THIRD, he wrongly asserts that
feminists wish to "purge all references
to the admiration of feminine beauty
from literature and art." Actually,
feminists are among the first to
distinguish between what is sensual or
erotic and what is pornographic. Manv
female writers, artists and filmmakerS
are exploring sensuality and eroticism
from a female point of view.
The Venus de Milo, which he suggests
feminists would drape, is a far cry .from
pornography that depicts women
bound, bruised and beaten, with their
mouths and vaginas torn and bloodied
from pistols and spiked phallic devices.
Issacs whines that feminists are after
his First Amendment rights in wantiJ1.g
to ban pornography. H he were in fact
familiar with the feminist issues he
criticizes, he would know that banning
is not a feminist objective.
DO YOU ~NOW, Mr. Issacs, what it
is like to have the image of your body
made into a commodity? To be defined
in the world as a necessary com-

plement to the "natural mating instinct," as you put it? Human beings
are supposedly above all animals in
their ability to reason and control their
animalistic instincts.
Just because a woman carries herseH
in a way that happens to tum on your
mating instinct, it doesn't mean she's
inviting your attention or admiration.
FINALLY, Issacs accuses feminists
of being paranoid and narrow-minded.
Does this apply to the men who call
themselves feminists, who participate
in feminist issues in practice' and
theory? The dictionary defines
feminism as the "Jlrinciple that women
should have political, economic and
social rights equal to that of men." Is
this the narrow-mindedness and tunnel
vision that threaten your constitutional
rights?
We are forced into struggle daily
becal!Se we have multi-racial friendships, because we promote our
ethnicity and because we refuse to stay
locked up at night. We fight with our
very lives. Must you fight for a freedom
that is mortally threatening to others?

I don't know whether rape can
be attributed to pornography,
but if a presidential commission
says it cannot, then who am I to
disagree with their conclusions.
I will simply contifoue to
ignore magazines that portray a
woman in chains as their
covergirl, with headlines such
as, "She begged me for it!" Not
only are these magazines
degrading to women, they're
genuine smut.
I grant you, Mr. Isaacs (Ron
Isaacs letter, Oct. 19), that
many women welcome the
attention of men through their
dress. But that doesn't mean
they want their clothes torn off
and their body ravaged.
In addition, I don't know of
any women who have exploited
their sexuality for personal or
business reasons. I think you've
been watching too much of Joan
Collins on "Dynasty."
Another view of yours I'd like
to comment on is that women
live in paranoid fear of men, to
the extent of not going out or
resenting male attention. This
tends to make me think you've
been turned down by a few
dates too many and that you, in
fact, resent women.
Naturally, with all of the
literature being distributE'.i on
rape and the appallicg rape
statistics in Carbondale, women
must be increaSingly cautious.
And what makes you think
women want to reduce men's
rights? Up to 1980, 103 women
had served in Congress as
compared to 11,400 men. We

~~~~d~?w~k~a~f!l t~~ur rights
Here's what the Equal Rights
Amendment states: Equality of
rights under the law shall not be
denied 0" abridged by the
United Statt:s, or by any state on
account of sex.
So what frightens you about
ERA. if it protects the rights of
both sexes?
About your comment on date
rape. How many women have
you forced into sex because
your warped mind mistook their
genuine objections as •'coy
protests?"
You also wrote about the
attempted perversion of the
constitutional
amendment
process as a result of pushy
feminists. If you're going to take
sex from women by force, we're
going to take our rights by
force.
And it was vulgar of you to
intimate that women tried to
pervert
the
amendment
process, thus allowing Nazis
and other zanies to drum up
additional support. The ERA is
based on equal rights for both
sexes - not for Nazis. and
communists.
Furthermore, I have seen
many women end up in povertyridden situations bec'luse of
divurce. Men and women alike
can be left at a disadvantage as
a result of divorce. Perhaps the
new no-fault divorce law will be
more to your satisfattion.
In r.ondusion, I don't know
how you managed to blame
feminism for your paranoia
about threatened freedom. Just
because women are a vocal
minority pursuing goals such as
recognition in jobs and equal
pay, '.hat doesn't mean we're
threatening the country's
freedom. - Carly Figliulo,
Sopbomore. Public Relations.
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DFX2's '&notion' a good double
for Rolling Stones music style
Ry Mike Nelsou
WIDB Deejay
J)(o'XZ -

The Jam -

"Emotiou"

If you can't wait for tbe new
Rolling Stones albllm, try the
new mini-LP by DFX2,
"Emotion." This New York City
based quartet sounds so much
like the Stones it's amazing.

Alburn .
T d t [01
.J.Jp
a e -~
'Y~

Led by brothers Douglas and
David Farage, Df'X2 favors a
straightforward,
guitarcharged approach tbat rt'Calis
the Stones at tbeir raunchiest,
circa "Some Girls." Singer
Doug Farage has mastered
Mick Jagger's vocal mannerisms.
On the opener, "Emotion,"
Fara!!p pulls off a near perfect
Ja~er impression, complete
with a falsetto during the
chorus, courtesy of "Emotional
Rescue." David Farage's
guitar work is raw and undisciplined; he prefers power
chords ()ver ringing leads
(check with Keitb).
Stock rhythm and blues
reworkings like "No Dough"
and "Maureen" are saved by
the band's sheer bravado and
seemingly endless energy. The
best cut on tbe LP is "Down to
the Bone," an anthem-sounding
tribute to tbe punk spirit of
early rock and roll. DFX2
shakes off the Stones' enigma
on "Down to the Bone," and at

"Snap!"

Many critics are ambivalent
about
compilations,
or
"greatest hits" albums.
And deservedly so, since most
are either released to fufill an
artist's contract or are an attempt to cash in on Christmastime record buyers. The
resulting albums are often stale
and generally unlistenable
becam"" of lacking concept or
direction.
But there are a few notable
exceptions. John Lennon's
"Sh.:!ved Fish" comes to mind
at once. The new Jam compilation, "Snap!" should be
added to tbat minuscule list.
"Snap!" is a marvelous
collection of recordings from
the most successful British
band of the '70s. According to
Polydor Records, in 1980 the
Jam placed more singles in the
U.K. Top 50 than any band since
- you guessed it _. the BeaUes.
whose record they tied. From
tbeir fitst single, 1977's "In The
City." to the ip.st studio work.
"Beat Surrender." the Jam had
over 20 hit singles make the
U.K. charts.
After the "Beat Surrender"
EP was released at Christmastim~ in 1982. group ieader
Paul Weller announced he was
spliHing up the band.
A
pm.thumous
live
album
followed. called "Dig The New
Breed." After that, there was
silence from the Jam.
"Snap!" is the Jam's last
hurrah. With each of the group's
former members firmly en·
trenched in solo projects. a

;I,e

F'ilms Presents ..

TONIGHT & SATURDAY

Beaties and the Stones.

Jessica Lange

The song selection is sterling.
From the Who-influenced mod
material of the LPs "In The
City" and "This is the Modern
World" to the political stabs of
"All Mod Cons" and "Setting
Sons," "Snap!" is an honest and
~I~~[i~/~~n!.ortrait of this

~
Fridav matinee
3pm

SUNDAY

As seems to be the trend for
compilation albums, a couple of
bonus trad:s are 'ldded. A demo
version of "That's Entertainment" from 1980. was
included Ioecause, according to
Weller. ":t had a certain quality
that y as never captured
again.'

•
"rtolllccl'•

TliE
SPIDER'S
STRATEGEM

Tht: last side of "Snap!" is
p. obablv the hardest to listen
to, sinre it features the band's

7 &.9pm
Evening Shows $1.50-MatineSB $1.00
Student Center Auditorium

later material, which is heavily
funk-influenced, But that's a
relatively minor criticism of an
otherwise excellent compilation. Maybe Polydor should
have called tbe LP "Buy!"

COUl1try
Matters:

Egyptian Drive In
·Rt 148 Relt to Wmson Co .,rpart 983-8116

selected seductiDl1s
Shakespeare

ADMISSION $1.00
Gat.. open 6:45 Show at 1:30

Fri.-Sun.
TRIPLE TERROR
~

.. '
lol

1. Gates of Hell

2. Satan's Plaything

f;I

~r'
.l,~.,..... 3. Satan's MIstress

last emerges
withright
a musical although
reformation
J a m . .-,. . ,~.~'.'. Coming soon
hintedofat the
in English
force
of tbeir own
Robert Christgau of the music papers, is doubtful at
Village Voice said it best. best. The big surprise is that
.~
4 Halloween
"DFX2 is something the Rolling "Snap!" is a double album. a
Stones will never be again, and phenomenon usually reserved
Thrllle,. plul ••.
tbat's hungry~'~"_"IqI~....,.~fo:r~s:u~c:h~h:e:a~V~y;w:e~ig~h~ts~li:k~e~t~he:.~:::::::-_ _ _•

ANTHONY ZERBE - one of this country's
most versatile actors. known for his
Emmy Award-winning role as Ll Trench
on the Harry 0 series. Zerbe will be seen
in the soon to be released Stephen King
film. The Dead Zone.

"
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ROY DOTRICE -

TRAN - qUicJt:ly becoming
as a major new American
role in the !ut comedy film
garnered critical accolades.
will "tar in 1984 in the AB~ mini.
The Myst!c \I.'arrior.

best known
aOI)p.a:ranres in Rvan's
her exte;'sive
the Circle in
JP,~oduction of Macbeth with

J\ LJlVrt" UJ~'"

FILM

"UNDER fill"
TRINTIGNANT· RICHARD MASUR
ED HARRiS ..... _ .. JERRY GOLDSMITH, r_ _ _ PATMETHENY
_

_,,_JOHN ALCO'IT... _ _ EDWARD TEE.iS
.. RON SHELTON ... CLAYTON FROHMAN _ .. CLAYTON FROHMAN
_ .. JONATHAN TAPLIN ,_.. ROGER SPOTI'ISWOODE
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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COlned.,Y contest is Tuesday
So yau think you're funnv"
Prove it ... ix'rform in' the
"Catch A Rising Star" ('omedy
~('arch <It II p.m. TUl'sday in
H.lllruotl. Il of thl' Studt'nl
('!'nlt'r.
"('<Itch a Rising Star" will
also provide the audience wi;h
;>n opportufJity to witness undiscovered talents a., student
stand-uo comedians showcase
their humor in rom petition to be
the funniest.
The ('omeuy :;earch is
sponsored hy SP(, ('enter
Programming and Lite Beer
. from 1\1 iller in conjunction with
the New York Corned) Club of
the same name _. "Catch a
Rising Star. ,. Bill Scheft, a
r('gular from the club will
em('t!c the show, as well as

perform
St'heft wiJJ Judge the !'how
illong \\ ith fmlr loral pt'rsonalilies: .Iay :\lithat·ls.
\\ TAO deejay. Tt'IT~ Lt'vl'l'kf'.
Daily i';gytpian Entertainment
fo:dilor, Ir\' I 'nppi of WSIl' <ifld
!\lark Johnson of !\I iller
8n'wing ('nmpany.
The winner of the ('omedy
St'arch will perform with
"Cateh A Rising Star"
comedians J.J.WalJ
Rita
Rudner and Sheft at R p.m.
:-'Iflnday. ~ov. i in Ballroom n.
Applications for the c.!medy
search are !lVailable in the SPC
office, located on the third noor .
. of the Student Cl'nter.
Admission is Cree.

Sweet Adelines sound to come to Marion
The Singing Sphinx Chapter perform.
of the international four-part
The show won', be entirely
harmony. barbershop sty It; wbman's w(" k. however. The
singing club for women is male quartet. "Four Most
presenting "Have Song - Will LIkely" Crom Mammoth Cave.
Sing" at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Ky .. will be there.
the Marion Civic Center.
In the "something Cor
The chorus will present a
variety of songs, some old, everyone" category. a touch of
&Ome new, arranged in the class, glamour, sophistication
bciIbershop style and di:-ected and magic is added. The Sweet
by Kitty Mabus.
Adelines quartet Crom Central
Illinois, 'Magic," which placed
"Musically Yours," a quartet near the top-10 in regional
l'omprised of Singing Sphinx competition will appear.
and Chapter at Large will also
Tickl'ts are $4 or $:1 for !>enior
.perform.
citizens and children. They are
The region's newest chorus. on sale Crom 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Giradot Rose Chapter from Friday. and will be available 3t
('illX' Girardeau, :\10 .• will also the door.
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Java, 1942...

A Clash of
Cultures, A
Test of the
Human Spirit.

DAVID BOWIE

TOM CONTI

MERRY CHRISTMAS,
MR. LAWRE"CE
1eremI Thomas A"esents A Aim bu NogI50 Oshima

DfM)

SOWlE • TOM (ONTI • AWICHI SAHfWOTO . TRKESHI
and .fKK lHQWISON

-~~~~~~-

[!!I

WlIICDA.,.':OO':109;,.
I., & SUN 2:.':00 7:'. 9:1.
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AbSOlutGIY NO ONE under 1. admitted
I.D. required.
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SHOWS DAILY
1:153:155:157:159:15
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Halloween T-shirt draws fire

BBl!fmasfEr's

/I)' .'"hn Schrag
Starr "':-iter

A ('ampus fraternity hoping to
reap some financial rewards
from the sale of a Halloween Tshirt has met some grim opposition.
A T-shirt being sold by the
Southern Illinois chapter of
Delta (,hi fraternity has come
und(>r fire for promoting
violence against women.
A group of students has
organized a march to protest
the sr:rt. which shows the
legendal'Y Grim Reaper holding
the blade of a sickle across the
bltred breasts of a scantily-clad
woman. The march is scheduled
to start at noon Friday in front
o! Quigley Hall, where the
fraternity is expected to be
sellir.g the shirts.
Greg Lacina, the fraternity'~
vice president. said the
fraternity members would have
changed the shirt's design had
they known it would be so
contrnversial.
"O'Jr intentions have always
been strictly to raise money."
he said, "There was no intent un
our part t{l make any statement
about women and violence. We
had no intentions of offending
anyone."
Lacina. a senior in political
science. said the 46-member
fraternity has $5,200 invested in
the 2.000 shirts which ~hey
purchased. He said profits ,'rom'
the shirt sale will be used to
rpf~!!"ish
the frat!;rnity's
lounge area.
Lacina said he plans to talk to
the people who are offended by
the shirt and that fraternity
members are considering
volunteering their time or a
portion of their profits from the
T-shirt sale to Women's Services.
The shirt, which was designed

f7~~~fXJ~

Only".t'
11-2pm
Sunday All You Can Eat
Barbecue Ribs
plus salad bar and baked potato

Only'S.'S
from3-1Opm
No reservations needed

me UNIVER

lTV 457·r757 U"'~'B'~.

UND~R

FIRE
Frlat (6:OO@1.75). 9:15
'1 Sat at (1:30. 4:1S@1.75). 7:009:45
IRI Sun ot :30. 4:
7:30

Mike PoUer. Delta Chi member, models the T-shirt be designed.

by Delta Chi member Michael

Potter, has not escaped the
notice of SIU-C administrators.
Bruce Swinburne. vice
president for student affairs,
said that although he would like
the group to stop selling the
shirts. he does ilot plan to force
them to do so.

"While the T-shirts are offensive to many individuals."
Swinburne said.' "I feel thaI
censorship is also extremely
offensive."
Swinburn also denied rumors
that his office had offered to buy
all the T-shirts from the
fraternity to avoid a controversy.
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Fri & Sat 12:15

\~IDU

LMI

IIIOI .....T'!
....cap.

SIU vs. Indiana State
1:10,_

Fr! & Sat 12:00

" '

Your cinnouncers will be Scott Wetzel/Dave Clilford play-by-play
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Carbondale banker selected
professional's woman of year
Rv John Stewart
siarr Writer
Local bank vice pr('sident
Marjune fo'letcher was named
Woman of the Y('ar by the
Carbondale Business and
Professional Womep's Club
TU('5day night at the Carbondale Elks Club.
fletcher, who joined Carbondale's first National Bank
in 1963 as a secr('tary, worked
~er way up to executive
5ecretary, assistant trust officer, and acting trust officer.
She is now a vice president,
trust officer, and secretary of
the board of directors.
"Her career growth is
remarkable, she's an example
to us all," said Lucy Odaniell,
chairperson of the awaro's
selection committee. Odaniell
said Fletcher was chosen
because of her community
service and her career
achievements while raising a
family.
A lifelong
Carbondale
resident, Fletcher is active in
Epsilon Sigma Alfha, an international phi anthropiC
sorority which supports St.
Jude's childrens hospital in
Memphis and its Midwest affiliate in Peoria. The group also
raises money for Easter Seals
to help youngsters go to summ('r ('amp. She is a past
president and is currently
treasurer.
She is also active in the
Egyptian Valley Chapter of the
Bank Administration Institute,
She was the first woman officer
of the group when she was
electt>d secretary in 1975, and
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Marjune Fletcher
she was subsequently ('Iected
president in 1977.
She managed to raise three
boys while also working at First
National, a stint at the
University of North Carolina
banking school. and her
prdessional and community
involvement.
The best strategy for women
interested in executive positions
in banking and business is for
them to get a Master in
Business Administration
degree, she said. The MBA is a
Quicker route to advancement
than the "on the job training"
she received, she said.
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next to Campus McDonald's.
815 S. 1I:lnol8, carbondale

l.iIIian Greathouse, president
of the 9)-member BPWC, said
fo'letcher's professional and
civic activities have bcen
commendable and she is proud
to have her group recognize
such an outstanding individual.
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from the ground up, long hours
and dedil:ation are necessary to
reach one's ('areer goals, she
said. "You have to know what
you want and go after it," she
said, but sometimes it tak('s
patience and a good deal of
('ooperativen('SS. "You have to
do what is askro of you."
She ('redits I('arning much of
her banking knowledge from
Glenn Storme, the form('r fo'ir.:t
National president who she
worked for until his retirement
in 1971. Storme remains on the
bank's board and she meets
with him periodically, she said.
fo'letcher said it is different for
women going into business
today. There has been an improvem('nt since she started,
but women still have to be
better and work harder than
men to get the sam(' recognition
and advancement. she said.

Whichever route is tak('n, an
advanced degree or working
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If your camera can't
keep up with the action.
Nikon's new I'M2 is for
you. Only NikOll has the
technology necesSilry to
create a shutter speed of
\;40(1) sec.-the fastest
ever in a 35mm SLRwhich can even capture
subjects moving as fast as
a speedinK bullet.
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Ch.urch seminar on wellness
to consider holistic approach
By JOhn Schrag
Starr Writer

"Die young ... late in life."
That is the goal being
promoted by a local church
working to increase people's
awareness about the concept of
wellness.
The Church of the Good
Shepherd, United Church of
Christ, is sponsoring a seminar
on wellness from 3 tlt 8 p.m.
Sunday.
While some people may find it
strange that a church is involved in promoting the concept
of wellness, organizers and
participants in the semina... say
that religion and health are
interrelated.
The Rev. William Koshewa,
conference minister of the
UCC's Illinois South Conference, said churches must
actively work to promote a
holistic attitude toward health
care.
"Well ness is mere than the
absence of illness," said
Koshewa, who will speak at the
seminar.
He said people need to realize
that complete health includes
not only ph~ical weUness, but
also emotional, spiritual,
psychological, occupational and
social wellness.
The seminar will be divided
into two sessions, from 3 to 5
p.m. and from 6:30 to 8 p.m. A
free supper will be served
following the first session, and a
film, "Health and Lifestyle,"
will be shown from 6 to 6:30
p.m.

The church is located on thp
comer of Schwartz Street and
Orchard Drive. The seminar is
free and nursery care will be
provided.
Koshewa said there is a
biblical foundation 'to promoting
wellness.
"Jesus said 'I have come to
bring lift' and life abundant,"
he said. "What we need to explore is what is an abundant life
in this age of consumerism and
high technology."
Wellness can also be traced
back to the Old Testament
concept of shalom, Koshewa
said, which literally means "I
wish for you well-being." .
Koshewa. who recently socnt
a four-month
sabbatical
studying well ness, said that
people have become too
dependent on the medical
profession and need to look
more toward community
support in their effort to
maintain a state of wellness.
The Rev. Ted Braun, minister
of The Church of the Good
Shepherd, said he is also
dismayed by what he calls the
"culture trap of negative health
practices."
''The U.S. illness industry is
the third largest industry in the
nation, with only food and
housing using up a larger
percentage of the Gross
National Product" Braun said.
"And its costs have been
estimated to be increasing at
the rate of $1 million an hour."
Braun said that the medical
industry costs every person in
the United States more than

$600 a year. "whether we use it
~r not." He said government
wvidual more than $1,000 a
year.
The Carbondale community is
already fairly knowledgeable
about the concept of wellness,
8raun said, partly because of
the Wellness Resource Center
on the SIU-C campus.

He said that the seminar will
help increase community
awareness about wellness,
includin~ physical self-care,
positive stress-mana.gemen~,
creative
community
involvement, effective emotion"ll
expression and living in harmony with the environment.
However, Braun said, inCI :!asing awareness is not
enough. He said that the church
must lead people in an effort to
"change the systems and
structures that dehumanize"
individuals.
Paul Schippel, who will also
speak at the seminar, agreed
that the church should play an
active role in promoting
wellness.
"The concept that we have
come to know as wellness today
matches the biblical concept of
wholeness and abundance,"
said Schippel, who is the
executive director of the
Hoyleton Children'S Home.
"Wellness is the idea of not
merely avoiding an early death,
but also seeking an abundant
life."
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He-e-ere's Joanna - asking $2.~ million

":00-1.«1

FOil AHEAIlTY
SLICE" SODA/"

LOS ANGELES (AP) - stylishly," .she explains.
stantial gifts to them," costing
an average of $12,000 a month in
Joanna Carson. the estranged
"1
have
averaged
ap1982.
wife of "Tonight" show host
Johnny Carson, says she needs proximately $5,000 per month
for clothing and department
Monthly sums included
$220,000 a month to keep up the store purchases."
hoo&:hold salaries at $4,945;
lifestyle to which she was grown
groceries, $1,400; home repair
She also says she needs and maintenance, $2.060;
accustomed.
$71 000 a year to pay for guards. $~,!25, and telephone
She is asking $2.6 million a ~ty guards for their home bills,$800.
. year in t.empora~y. suPP?rt in Bel-Air•
The Carsoos, who married on
while her divorce SUit IS pending
She says the home has ex- Sept. 30, 1972, both filed divorce
against the entertainer who
tensive landscaping and petitions in superior Court on
mak~ $1.5 million a month,
Mrs. Carson's attorney says. numerous plants indoors March 9. They cited irreconrequiring a gardener and an cilable ~=ferences and askt'Ci
that disposition of community
Mrs. Carson says she needs "indoor plant service."
property be decir.ed in court;
$37,000 a month just to pay for
Also, she says, she and ~er
jewelry and furs.
husband "have been qUite
"Throughout the course of our' generous with our friends and
marria~e. I have dressed relatives and have made sub-

'1.49
FREE DElIVEllY

529-4130
(Alter 5:00)

611 S.ln""if

HAUNTING FOR A GOOD TIME?

BEEfmastEr'5
FRIDAY NIGHT
FABULOUS SEAFOOD
FESTIVAL
Flown mfresh from Boston
Uve Whole Maine Lobster
King Crab legs
Swordfish
Trout Almondine
Plus Much More!
Super Salad Bar with evcrv entree.

Creep into CfJutJAaroc 's Sat., Oct. 22 for the
first bewitching Halloween Party of the year.
Guys and Ghouls try
your costume early

. and scare up some
extra cash.

$50 lor ~e Best Costume
$50 lor ~e Wildest Costume
$50 lor ~he Sexiest Costume

Special Chiller Thriller
Free Champagne 8-11pm

Plus free oysters on the 1h shell.
Reservations not mandatory
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Hwy 51 North Desoto

Doors open at 8

------Can1pu~Briefs-----------------MtETINGS FRIDAY: Sigma
Delta
Chi,
society
of
professional journalists, noon,
Communications 1246 and
[,atter Day Saint Student
Association, noon, Thebes
Room.
A MtJLTI-media production
tiUed "If] Should Die..... will be
shown at 7 and 8:30 p.m. Friday
in Ballroom B. Campus
Crusdade for Christ is sponsoring the show on the reality of
death, which was created by
Paragon Productions.
THE
STUDENT
Environmental center is looking
for volunteers to help at 9 a.m.
Saturday with the Carbondale
Clean-Up. A poUuck dinner will
be held afterwards. Anyone who
is interested may call 549-2364.

A BIRD seed sale will be held
by the Southern Illinois
Audubon Society from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Saturday at the parking
lot of Eastgate Shopping
Center.
COALITION FOR Change
wiD meet at 10 a.m. Saturday at
the Wesley Foundation.
OPEN HOUSE will be held at
the
Child
Development
Laboratories by the Division of
Human Development of the
College of Human Resources
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Friday in Quigley 112.

partiCipate in the comedy show
"Catch A Rising Star," which
will be presented Oct. 25.
WOMEN'S SERVICES has a
special women's library
collection available at Woody
Hall B-244.
THE WOMEN'S Club will
hold a reception for new and
prospective members and a
guest at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
University Museum, Faner
Hali. Afterwards, a slide show
\\ith music will be presented.
THE SALUKI Swingers will

APPLICATIONS
ARE
available in the Student
Programming Council Office
for students who would like tG

host a square dance fl (lm 7:30 to
10 p.m. Sunday in the Student

One 0/ akind designed

Wedding rings/or "you"
by

AUanStuck
529-2341
218 S. Illinois

I buy or trade for scrap gold.

Center. Bob Pryer will be the
caller.

ISpecialties closed
to women year ago
reopened by Army
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Army Thursday reopened 13 out
of 23 military specialties it
closed to enlisted women about
a year ago when it ruled those
jobs carried the risk of involvement in "direct combat."
The action follows strong
protests frorl} women's groups,
particulariy an advisory panel
,whose le~lder complained of the
'closure action:> to Defense
'Secretary Caspar Weinberger.
The announcement did not
mention such pressure, saying
the reopening of the 13 career
fields resulted from a six-month
Army staff review.
The Army also announced
adoption of a new Military
Entrance Physical Strength
Capacity Test which will
measure the ability of both men
and womer. volunteers to handle
assignments they might receive
in uniform.
The Army stressed that this
test will be only a guideline and
that it should not be used to bar
soldiers from any particular
job.
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Poster entrepreneur's hobby
turns into growing business

We serve breakfast all day
PAPA Cs
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SOPERSOO"D
AND THIS WEEKEND TIlE

GRAND OPENING
OF OUR

SOPER VIDEOS
ON OUR 7 MONITORS
FREE ADMISSION
FREE POPCORN
FREE CHAMPAGNE

FOil EVEWONE AU NICHT1!1
. . .AY & sa,.....AY NICHI1' r'IOOIISO'" AY .......

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Two students browse through movie posters in the Student Center.

distributed to theaters in which
that film will play. The posters
are nm to be sold to the public.
Theaters rent the posters from
NSS. All movie [JOSters are
printed in a limited edition and
are only issued wher. a film is
being released. Sauvageau s&id
that about 20 percent of the
posters released survive usage
and theft. This explains the high
price for the posters. He explains this with simple
economics:
supply
and
demand.
Sauvageau explained that
about 5.000 posters were printed
up for the movie "Return of the
Jedi." He said that this was not
a large number for a highbudget movie. Millions of
people flocked to see the movie,
See POSTFR. Page 13

,,--------------------------\11

II

Deports Frida'ys 2pm-Returns Sundays
as little as 5 ~ hours to Chicago-land

ROUNDTRIP

IF PURCHASED AT LEAST 7 DAYS I;' ADVANCE
$45.75 ROUNDTRIP IF PURCHASED BY 12:30PM THURS.
(I day in advance)

reg. $49.75 ROUNDTRIP ONE WAY ALSO AVAILABLE

* THANKSGIVING TICKETS NOW
ON SALE
STUDENT TRANSIT TICKET SALES OUTLET
AT715S. UNIVERSITY AVE.
(ON THE ISLAND UPPER LEVEL)
MONDAY THRU THURS~AY 10:30AM-12:3OPM
&2PM-6PM
FRIDAY
10:3OAM-l:3OPM

FOR INFORMATION
CALL 529-1862
.(pric............ -..wI __.'
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West Roads

"Westroads, more than iust another liquor mort"
Murdale Shopping Center· Carbondale. 529· 1221

Open till Midnight Friday, Saturday

Sal_good Oct. 21-23

TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS

RUNS EVERY WEEKEND

~
529·3755
INTHI:~ CARTERVILLE 985-3755 • •_Jr_

:r----McNUGGET MANIA-ISHERE!
II'
COME ON IN!

BUSSERVICE

$39~75

BREAKFAST

:99C]

8y Sheila Rogers

Starr Wrlt..r

f'our thousand dollars for a
movioc! poster? Even the standard $14 is a little stiff for
college students.
But people are willing t,l pay
the price for their favorite
movie poster, giving Michael
Sauvagfo!tU a chancE' to be set
for life with his original movie
poster business.
The 23-yearo{)ld founder of PoFlake Productions visited the
Student Center last week,
bringing his 2:000 original
movie posters and a list of 800
"most asked for posters" for
students to buy and browse
through.
Sauvageau, originally from
Ottawa, has been collecting
movie posters since he was 10.
While attending Illinois State
University, he decided to sell
some of his collection. He set up
a display at the student union,
which was such a success he did
it the f1extlear. By his senior
year, hc ha a full clientele and
upon graduation in 1982,
Sauvageau decided to go out on
his own.
During the past year,
Sauvageau
traveled
the
university circuit with his
posters. He now has a full·time
sales representative, who does
most of the traveling, a full·
time secret,uy and two parttime workers.
In this way he can stay in
Normal and work out of his
orfice, filling requests and
locating and ordering more
posters.
Original movie posters cannot
be bought in stores. They can be
purchased through private
collectors and dealers like
himself, of whom, Sauvageau
said, there are few. Sauvageau
gets his original movie posters
from a distributor, the National
Screen Service. and from
private collectors.
When someone buys a poster
from him. that persoc is put on
a mailing list and may be
tracked d!Jwn ~n the future and
given the optil)n of selling their
poster back. This is done when
someone else wants that particular poster and it's not
available.
When a movie is released.
posters are
made
and

BREAKfAST SPECIAL

, ..................... \

Stroh's
160z. Returnable
Case

$899
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.
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S Vodka
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Stroh's
6pleg 120z. cans

$2 39
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Last chance to Buy Beer in Bottles
Halloween ban in eHect Mon., Octa 24th.

POSTER from Page 1.2
each .... anting a litUe souvenir.
III all cases, the nUr.lber of
movie fans outweighs the
number of posters.
All of Sauvageau's postl'rs
are originals. He said that a
persOIl can tell an original
poster by looking at the bottom
of the poster for serial numbers.
The first two numbers indicate
the year that the poster was
released. If the number has an
"R" printed before it, it is a re!""Ieased poster. Original
posters are standard sizes,
which measure 27 inches by 41
inches for a "one-sheet poster."
The pricE' is determined by
the popularity of the movie, the
age and condition of the poster
and any distinctive artwork. If
the movie contains a big-name
star or director, a deceased bigname star or director or if the
movie is a eult film, the price
may be affected.
The best IDvestment are any
c;assic!
titles
such
as
"Casabl;:nca." "Citizen Kane"
and "The Wizard of Oz." The
prices vary. depending on what
people arc willing tl) pay for the

posters. At an auction, the bid
for the movie poster "The Bride
of Frankenstein" started at
$4,000. and Sauvageau said that
he didn't know at what price Ihe
bidding Slol'J'ed. The price for
Walt Disney s "Bambi" poster
is listed at $300 while the
standard price range for a
poster is $5 to $20.
"It (the poster business) is
getting bigger and bigger.
that's why prices are getting
hi¢l;' he said.
Sauvageau's biggest all-time
seller is Pink Floyd's "The
Wall." He said the current
popular movie is usually big,
then fades. Consistent sellers
are James Bond, Star Wars and
classic movies.
"Eve!')one likes movies and
tastes vary so much that there's
something for everyone,"
Sauvageau said.

Sauvageau said the Star Wars
movies kicked off movie poster
collecting. Now that movie
posters are being collected,
printers are putting more effort
mto the posters. He said he can
determine by looking at the
poster if the movie is going to Ix>
good not by the amount of
money put into the poster itself.

Hallovteen
Costumes
For
Sale

Sauvageau's private
collection consis~ of about 500
Fosters. Some of his posters g'l
(Jack to the silent film days of
the 1920s. One section of his
collection is worth $50,000.

Cookies recalled by company
CHICAGO lAP) - Beatrice
Food!=; Co. has recalleo a ball.:h
of cookies baked at an
Oklahoma plant where employees came down with
hepatitis, a company official
said Thursday.

He said the cookies probably
would be destroyed after being
returned to the plant.

All oC the cookies already
have been taken from store
shelves and were being shipped
back to the plant in Marietta.
Okla., said Bill Jenkins,
director oC public relations. He
said the recall started Oct. 6.
The cookies involved were
creme-filled cookies in variety
packs and iced cookies, but
Jenkins was unsure of the brand
name or the number of cookies
involved. The dates the cremefilled cookies were to be taken
oCC store shelves to insure
freshness were March 22, 1984,
and April 23, 1984. The iced
cookies' pull dates were April 6.
1984, or April 7. 1984.
Jenkins said the cook!:s were
recalled when several employees oC the Marietta plant
contracted hepatitis after
eating at a local restaurant.
Although other cookies are
made at th. plallt, he said, only
the iced and creme-Cilled
cookies were recalled because
they are the only ones that are
handled after being baked. The
others are packaged immediately, he said.
Jenkins said the risk of
transmitting hepatitis through
the cookie!: "is vel1' slight, but
you can't take chanCe!> on it."

51ne81176
Pomona General
Come out for a drive and
enjoy Mother Nature's fall
colors. We are on the edge
of the forest down in the
volley.

Mon·Sat. lOam-6pm
Sun_ 12pm·6pm
Soulh of Murphysboro on

Roul. 171 0 _),o.lmal./y

" ... and see this Style? I dOUJl1ed it at the corner bar. "
Whatever you do. m:lke it worthwhile-with Heilerna."I's Old Style. Double brewed •. fully Kraeusened fur
that o:lean. crisp taste. So next time. 00 it with Style. Old Style.
For a rul~colOf l r )( 22" Old Style poster 01 this ad. send $1.00 10:

TRGPKYROO. POSTER OFFER
500 Th<<dAvenue WesL P'O.Il¢I<C·~057. Seattle. WA '36124

10 mil••
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ACROSS

·59GMIboI

1 Kin of Sis
5 Room design
10 Mrs. TNman
14 lariat
15 Expunge
16 Preoccupied
17 Fish sauce
18Collina
19 Water: Sp.
20 Dryin(,J frame
22 Hires
24 CondHion:
suff.
25 Not flimsy

60 Sketched
62 FInally
65 Conttnent:
preI.
67 Take repose
69 Tropic8l tree
70 Commuter
plane
71 Thrill
72 Blackthorn
73 Ribbon: suff.
74 " - alive'"
75 Ship
DOWN

27Rep~

lN~k~

C~~r

~~~~.

4 Combat area
5 0Isp0ssessed
6 Time period
7 IlIYitatton
44 Moment
8 Canadian
45 Naval force
doctor
47 Fancies
9 Retaxed
49 HaH-way
10 BIkini parI
50 Month: abbr. 11 Intent
52 Deliverers
12 Disdain
54 Reared
13 Retards
58 Kin of
21 Enthusiasm
''woo''''
23 Stupefy
33 A-8 money
34 "No wayl"
36 Saltpeter
40 Detum
42 Iraq money

Benefit ball slated
to aid Carbondale
day care program

To dav's
....
puzzle

A pre-Halloween benefit ban
for Carbondale's child care
program will be held at 8 j).m.
Sat:Jrday in Ballrooms A and B
of the Student Center. WIDB,
the Black Mfairs Council, Jllta
Phi Beta l'.nd the Child Care
Parent l:ounciJ are cosponsoring the event.
The sponsors are trying to
raise $500 for child care, which
provides daY-i'are service at the
Eurma Hayes Center for un·
derprivileged families.
The benefit is intended '"
"offset some of the cuts for-.
thcoming" in the city's budget
for the program, Brenda MitcheU, education monitor for
child care, said. It is the third in
a series of events that will include an international day and
telethon.
Tickets for the ball are $1.50
per student and $2.50 for others.
Music wiD be provided by
WIDB. Refreshments will also
be served.

Puzzle answers
are on Page 11
26 Hellion

48 "Outr'

28 Platoon
29 Remove
30 01 a period
31 Spanish tHIe
35 Enth.-

51 Poem parts
53 Except
54 HIghboy
55W8'f
56 Pinafore

37 Schedule
38 Arab
potentate
39 Leninist.
41 Look after
43 Forms anew
46lnformed

83 Readily
64 - otfOl'up
86 Cheer: Sp.

57-~

811nflrm

68 Post-printemps

2-6
Dos Equis SI.OO
Marearitas SI.25
Drafts
S.50

A bbot show set
Abbott Hall is sponsoring the
second annual haunted forest
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Friday
between Thomp-;on Point and
Greek Row on Douglas Drive.
No admiSSIon will be charged.
Children ages 4 to 12 may at-

9-Close

White Cuero
Marearitas SI.50
Heineken
SI.OO

• 11 N. Washington

457-3308

__~1I

bm~_I

tend

TJ's Discount Liquor
1224 W. Main
'The Coldest Beer in Town"

,lJ& BScofch
..

...
-.JIB.

Alpha Zeta awards two scholarships
- The National Alpha Zeta
Foundation. a professional
service and honorary fraternity
in agriculture. presented two
scholarships to SIU-C students.
John Kabat. senior in
agricultural education,
received the $350 Leasure
scholarship. The award was
endowed by former a~ricuJture

Charles Stitt, senior in
agricultural education,
received the $750 Diamond
Anniversary scholarship. The
award is one of the top four
r::d:t~~~. annually by the

$449

Professor Fun Keys
50~

Drafts

754 Speedrails

No Cover

.~

+

..
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Old Style
6 pack cans

1 Liter

~'229

'5 71

l'!'

Sunday night 5-9pm

$3.29 ~~~1~~

~
All the Pizza, Spaghetti, ~~ 11 2
_
Salad and garlic sticks
-T - E

'+

.,..

.

~

you can eat.

-. ~ .~
" , '; ... . - ~
~~ . :-,--~..

.,..

~---

For·

~es .. ve.
5.30-8.30
(Sun. night buffet
at Carbondale store

only)

out itS Pizza Inn.

=-----------P.lz~--------r.IIp------,
la... 12... tl . . . . . .1 Ie SOFT DRINK

• • ••• PIZZA

r

Buy any 0rigIr41 Thin Crust or .
Deep DIsh Pan pizza and get the
next sm.,..JJer SlIme styJe ptzza with
equal numbP.roftoppings, Free.
Present tr.ls cO:Jpon with
..t ~ Not valld
DI
with any other offer.
..... ~

JoeVoune·
'-~~~~

Old Crow

i

Lambrusco
Rosato
Bianco

~$599

.'

.LiLL&,

Tbe CblcaS!o Blues of

Miehty

~.

Sale Prices Good Fri., Sat. & Sun.

t+

'+

.rlclay & Saturclay

Case of cans

r;~'~

; ft~~i
J.ZZ8.
Po
ALL YOU CAN EAT

'+

3:30-8:00

Schaeffer

75Om'

~ $7 62

$899

1,5 Liter

+++++++++++~

Friday Happy Hour

1D

Riunite

professor Keith Leasure and his
wife, Betty.

'" HANGAR~

"'" Tanqueray

750ml

I

Buy any OrigInal T:Un Crust or
Deep Dish Pan PIzza, and .get
$3.00 off a large, 52.00 oit a
medium or 51.00 of a small size
pizza. Present this coupon with
Not valid DI
with any other offer.
.Na ~

p-esent this coupon and ~

I

I cIeue a nickel soft drink I
I with every buffet purchased
Inyourparty
I
I·
I

I

-----_. -- ----------_..._-----..
gu...

Exp!ratlon·1119f83

i. -

I

LguestCheck.

1I1zu1aal.

Elqlhtlon: 11/8/83

1013 E. Main Street 457-3358
W..tmore Plaza/Marian 997~1

JlJzz&1aaI.

DI

ExpIratIon:

~

I1J9(83PJaa.~il

_

1520 S_ Park Ave./Herrln 9.42-3124

7rJ5 W. AAalnlW..t Frankfort m-31~

----~.?L:==~~~~~--~--~~~~
.•.••• P.

;'.:J~
;,. ,.~:.: ·';.It,.,::

/~;;. :~/"~
.,

'Re-entry' womens' situation
assisted by program's options
8y Karen Torry
Staff Writer
You can usually pick them out
of the crowd. They're the older
women, better dressed than the
average freshman, who seldom
miss dass and sit in the front
row, taking neat, copious notes.
Women's Services calls them
"re-entry students," women
who are returning to college
after a long absence. But,
although there is no typical
person who fits that label, says
Mary Finley, coordinator of the
Women's Services Re-entry
Program. re-entry women do
share a common, unique set of
problems and needs.
.
A re-entry student is "anyone
who doesn't fit the typical
college student description."
said Finley, 32, who in January
became a full-lime graduate
student in special education,
nine years after she had earned
a bachelor's degree in outdoor
r·~reation. That same month
she became coordinator of the
Re-entry Program.
Research done throu~ Admissions 11.~t{ Records identified
400 to 500 SIU-C students with
general characteristics of the
people Finley believes the
program can help. But while it
was easy finding out that those
people are on campus, Finley
said, reaching them is another
story.
"Re-entry women really don't
have time for outside activities," because many are
single parents with fujI-time
jobs, said Finley. A support
group for re-entry women that
she tried to organize was unsuccessful because the members couldn't coordinate a time
when everyone could meet.
Much of her work focuses on
gathering and making available
information about things reentry students need to get by in
school - child care services,
financial aid, the Women's
Services locater system, which
tracks down students on
campus when there is an
emergency involving their
children.
But support is what re-entry
women need most to succeed in
school, said Finley, and the lack
of it is the main reason why
many women dro,> out.

Do You Miss Mcm's Sunday
Dinner.?
The 0a.1. Ha. Family Style Dlnnen
Every Sunday
Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes
Served in Bottomless Bowls

Serving llam.7pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Ju.t Like Home

Staff Photo by Doug Janvrin
Sally Prane and Mary

Finle~y~O~f~w~om:e:n~'s~Se~rv:ic~e:s'~_ _-':~!~!!~~~!~~~~:!5:!!!!~!~~~

M;my re-entry women have
come
out
of
unhappy
marriages, are raising children
and trying to survive on a low
income; added Sally Prane, a
graduate assistant
with
Women's Services. Those
factors often equal guilt, low
self-esteem and "no concept of
being able to make it," she said
The guilt is borne of an
"illogical message" women are
sellt when they are young that
"good mothers stay home with
their children," said Prane, 34,
a Ph.D candidate in guidance
and educational p!.ychology.
And women suffer low selfesteem, she said, because,
unlike men, women are not
taught to be assertive and selfsufficient.
"They're on their own and
they're scared to death," said
Prane, who came to Carbondale
with her two children in 1980
after she was divorced. Prane
provides counseling for re-entry
~~~~ts. and other women
Some women come for
counseling in crisis situations they're brc',e and need food,

Sm~le

for the Birdie
Senias, can today to schEdule

your yearbook portrait sitting
appointment. Phone 536.. 7768

I

ObeJJskDVearbook

Southern DlinoIs University
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WALKMANS
AM/FM $
with h •• tfphone

GODaooGOD
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Cassette $2&95
with heodpho",
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PROGRAM from Page 15
('hild care or money 10 pay
tuition. Others are caught in the
"Woody Hall shufne'~ between
admissions, registration and
the "ursar's office. But many
just want someone to talk to,
said Prane.
"It's just an ear," she said.
"They know there's someone
here."
Re-entry women need role
models, Prane said, "ones
who've made it against the
odds."
"You can see the growing
sense of strength people get
after they've survived a couple
of
semesters,"
Prane
remarked. "Some women need
help to uncover strengths they
have and aren't aware of."
The Re-entry Program tries
tt' reach the women they can't
hdp indilridually through the
Women
in
Transition
newsletter_ Published every si~
>-

:HI "'illetl ill storm"

('ach
n£'wsh,tler r,'sort ,/el"(,slu/,·tI
discus~{'s on£' topic N'h.'vant to
:\IAZ,1,TI.AN. !\lC'xico ,,\I',
wom£'n students, such as AlIlhordes Thursday declared
alternative lifestyles, net- this Pacific tourist resort a
working among
re-entry disaster zone and said 30 people
stud{'nts, role mod£'/s for were missing aUer Hurrihne
women.
Tico swept through the area
Wom£'n's Studies also con- with ISO-milc-an-hour winds
ducts noon workshops that that forced 25,000 to abandon
address such issues as sexual their homes.
harassment, single parenthood,
Red Cross spokesman Andivorce and date rape_ And this tonio Velazquez said orficials
semester Finley and Prane will knew of no injuries or deaths in
try reorganize the support the storm. He said anlflng the 30
group for re-entry women.
people missing were Sl'ven
"A lot of the support we give fishermen who set sail before
is self-enhancing," Prane said. dawn Wednesday despite
"We tell them, 'Vou can r.o it warnings from port authorities
here are your options: .,
. that the hurricane was about to
Re-entry women hav.~ ~he hit.
resources, within the university
Mazatlan Mayor Jose Rico
and within themselves, to make said the emergency was
a successfufretum to academic declared because the winds
blacked out the city and criplife, said Prane_
"All they nEW is someone to pled the electrically-run potable
water svstem.
point them out," she said.

Most regulations lifted
for Bell's competitors·
B} Norman Black
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON
The
Federal Communications
Commission ushered in a new
era of "marketplace freedom"
Wednesday by freeing the Bell
System's long-distance competitors from virtually all
regulation.
By a unanimous vote, the
agency also significantly
reduced its regulation of
satellite operators and domestic
telex providers.
The changes mean that
companies like MCI Communications and GTE-Sprint
will be free to raise or lower
rates, enter new markets or
discontinue services without the
FCC's prior approval.
Satellite operators like RCA
American Communications and
Satellite Business Systems, and
domestic telex and telegraph
providers like Western Union
Telegraph, must still file

~~~
-tc
-tc

i

~

-tc
-tc
~
-tc
-tc
. -tc

pro~rds to change rates or
services with the commission,
but only on 14 days notice instead of 90 days. If the FCC does
not overturn such a proposal in
14 days, the company will be
free to implement the change.

The decision leaves only the
American
Telephone
&
Telegraph Co. and firms offering international telex and
telegraph services subject to
full regulation by the FCC.
"As far as we're concerned,
this is another incredible action
by the FCC," said AT&T
spokesman Pic Wagner. "The
commission continues to
allegedly encourage competition, but won't permit us to
compete fairly. Our competitors can run up and down
the playing field as they choose,
and the eommission continues
to make us stay behind the goal
line. That essentially makes no

~;rl\~ .

****~
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ZAP THE!!"'~TAP
Happy Hour

$1.75 PIItHERS
35i DRAFTS
(Gin & Tonic, Rum & Coke. Etc.)

65. Speedrails
75c Beefeater Gin
75c Jack Daniels

*
~
*

.~

$3.00 Pitchers of Speedrails

**~
**

t

~

LGIIAR

WI

1001
...
"""tIt TIKi ..
_lI-.......

Center

Rock

Wed.• Oct. 26
• Represent your Group or Organization
• Deadline for Parade entries
Floats-lit prize $250.00
2nd prize $150.00
3rd prize $100.00
Decorated Can
let prize $40.00
2nd prize $20.00

• Deadline for Window Painting Entries
lit prize $75.00 gift certificate
2nd prize $50.00 gift certificate
3rd prize $25.00 gift certificate

• Deadline for Banner Entries
Sign

tat prize $50.00

• SPC Office •.3rd Floor
3

~M.
€!
\~

PINCH PENNY (:tJ
605 E. Grand lewis Park

529·~8

Hours: 11-1 M-Th 10-2 F·Sot 1·1 Sun

Wines
Sterllnl

11."
6pk btl.

Special
Export

f2.71
6pk btl.

Helln.ken

14."

(OorkOnly)

6pkbtl,

Folonarl

14.29

(Soav.Valdicc.la- &ardollno)
AJll.5l1t....
Rebat.. up ta $5.00

Paul Mauon 12.71
M.'7
12pkcona

*~

fll

Liquors

&/\
~.-Sl Gorclon'. M.14
.!' VocIka 75Om1

Jacob
12.24
Demmer
LI.braumlich 75Om1,·

(Chablis. ROI., Burgandy
Sangrlo)
1 LI..... caraf•

13."

I."

. .nt y
Gin

•••

Liter

Canadian
JVlist.

Ka"

Bacarcli
Rum

•••• 1

liter

Liter

Alll.5l1.....

Carlo Roul

~

~

LIQUORS

12.24

Videos
•••••••.¥¥Jf..
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"y Oct. 27 to re-

• Deadline for King/Queen
contestants

6pkcona

SMIIAR

MTV

Call 0'-4441
,I.ter.

wennea

Inllenook

~
954 Bottles of Heineken
it
or Moosehead
it 65. Watermelons or Kamakazis!

~ TONIBHT:

e

$760 In giveaway.
Mon, Oct. 24

~
~

. ~

turi"!

" b ThU......y, '.tpm for a
COIIMCutiV9 w_ks ....Innln.
Nov.a.

sense."

TJ's BRAND NEW

: fit

Learn how to beat chronic pain
through prop.r postu.....xerclse.
lIICtnave-t anti ottltude.

CASH PRIZES FOR HOMECOMING '83 .,.,.~......

..,.i'wM~l\lRti 1iQL~ ~*

...

Overcoming
Back Pain

w£'eks,

M."

Pa..port
Scotch

leeau.. of the gla..
A1I4l1.....
ban, we will feature
a lot of bottl.....r. ~JI2.a
clurlng the weekencl Chclmpal.... 75Om1
whll••upp" •• la.t.

111.47
1.75 liter

1'.57
75Om1

Come and see ou·r·Cuervo Bottle & Silve!1I
Golcl750 ml $8.61 White 750 m.l. $7.57

Hiking, camping spots abound;
LES can tell you. where to go
By Sara Lyter
Staff Writer

may aiso be moored at
deSignated areas.
For braver souls, Grapevine
Trail in Alexander County offers the most primitive camping. The trail is a road with a
campground nearby with no
water or electricity. All but the
most enduring campers avoid it
in the winter.
The Trail of Tears State
Forest in Union County is a
network of 91 trails of more than
40 miles. Primitive tent camping is allowed. The Trail of
Tears area terrain is formed by
steep slopes with ridges 150 to
200 feet high running down into
narrow valleys.
In 1838 and 1839, 10,000
Cherokees were forced to move
from the Great Smoky Mountains to a reservation in
Oklahoma. They
passed
through this area and had to
camp in Southern Illinois
because ice floating in the
MiSSissippi River barred their
way. Over the severe winter,
many of thf> Indians died, thus
the name, Trail of Tea,'S.

Now t.hat mid-terms are over
and there are a few weekends
left before the cold, damp
winter weather sets in, it's time
to be outside.
Autumn is beautiful in
Southern minois and there are
plenty of places to explore, hike,
and camp..
Rimrock National Recreation
Trail is located in the Pounds
Hollow lake and recreation
area. Although no camping is
allowed in the Rimrock area
there are many opportunities to
hike and explore.
Rimrock refers to the rim of
cliffs surrounding the top of the
hill on the sides. Prehistoric
Indians made a complete enclosure or a "pounds" by
finishing the short fourth Side
with a wall of rocks. This
structure was possibly used for
defense or maybe as a chute
through which stampeding
buffalo were driven.
If you want to camp as well as
hike, try the Johnson Creek
Recreation Area on the norIf you are planning to hike in
thwest corner of Kinkaid Lake. the laRue Pine Hills area, you
Johnson Creek features a hike- are encouraged to be alert and
in campground and trails. Boats wear sturdy, proper foot gear

and attire. A three-mile stretch
of road in this area is closed
twice annually to accomodate.
snake migration, once in April
and again in the last three
weeks of October. Several
thousand snakes migrate,
moving in greater numbers on
nice days. The snakes migrate
from LaRue Swamp to dens in
the rocky ground to hibernate
for the winter. In April, they
move from their dens back to
the swamp.

·
t

EUROPEAN SUNTAN CENTER
Now You Can Get A Guaranteed
Tan Without Burning Or Peeling In
Just Sev.n S.s.lons. Tan And Relax
In The Most Elegant Surrounding•.
Safer Than The Sun
1sf 30 min. Session % Price . .Easlgale Mall
hie
About Our SpecIal. III ~~t!~:~~nul
_ _ "....,.....
f618) 457

.

-

Hundreds of rare plant and
animal species inhabit the Pine
Hills area. Among them are 35
species of snakes, as weD as
rare, endangered species such
as the Blind Cavefish, and the
Indiana Bat. The area is also
the home of one-third of all
Illinois pl:mts, including 40 rare
species. There are several
campgrounds, trails, and some
fishing areas.

'FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Maps and more information is
available from the Leisure
Exploration Service in the
Recreation center. Hours are 2
to 6 p.m. Mondays throul!h
Fridays, or call 536-5531 extension 25.

Study questions where AIDS originated
By Daniel Q. Haney

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON - AIDS probably
did not exist in Haiti until 1978,
about the same time the
devastating disease erupted in
the United ..)tates, Haitian
researchers say.

"No segment f'f Haitian
SOCiety apppAlrs to be Cree of
opportunistic infections or
Kaposi's sarcoma," two major
Corms of AIDS. the researchers
wrote. "These diseases have
been diagnosed in the indigent
and the wealthy, the Illiterate
and the educated, and in people
with diverse occupations."

Some U.S. experts have
suggested that AIDS broke oui
first in Haiti and was taken
back to the United States by
vacationing homosexuals.
"The data in the paper are
very clear," said Dr. Bernard
Liautaud, one of the physicians
who conducted the study.
"Apparently it appeared at the
same time in Haiti and in the
States. Here in Haiti, there is a
lot of speculation that the
disease probably came from th~
States through homosexuals.
Most AIDS victims in the
United States are either male
homosexuals or drug abusers,
although Haitian immigrants
and hemophiliacs are also
considered to be at increased
risk of catching the disease.

• 6 nights accommodations at the Timber
Ran Condominiums (Jan. 1·1
• 5 day 11ft tickets at Steamboat
• Dally parties Including hot tab happy hours
·Sklleslons at a discount

It,

LAYAWAY
NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
.c..ID KeyltCNlr• •

.PIano&.....,.....

• Gullan & ACCWIIOI'Ies.

.II-.MI ................
Kroger MolI·COale West

Cut; S21 '/p.rlon In Octob.r
plas SZO dtlmage deposit
S75 "4al"d upon slgn-ap
SIGNU'

The latest study found that
most of the victims in Haiti
apparently
are
neither
homosexuals nor drug users.

··JOIN JACK
AND HIS
FRIENDS
in a
hilarious
fun-fest
on

Coming Saturday·Oct. 22nd
To The Lewis Park~~~~
Mall

THE

JACK BENNY

if.

SHOW
FRIDAY NIGHT

8:30

1st Prize - $50.00 Cash
.
10 Second Prizes - Jose Cuervo T-Shirts
enter At Bottle. No Purchase Required
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A.JQ.U,T

.. Claulfled Information Rates
.. 15 Word Minimum

mg.~!a~al~~ ceats per word

'73 FURY 4-DOOR rebuilt engine.
1'J :Ji,l.
ps. pb. $700 O. B. ~iOOAS:;5
. 19n SAAB WAGON. Good tires
and recent brake job. Runs okay.
. 684-5375. evenings and w~~fJo'1a45

Two Day_' cents per word. pel

1

MUSTANG, ENERGY, 6 cylinder.

g:~e Foop~11~~~r~f~:_~~~.ark
3U18Aa49

ihl'ft or Four Day~ ceats, per

da

w;t!:e':::~~teDar-7ceatsper

1982 CHEVY PICKUP,
1981
word pu day
Cutlass Coupe. 1979 Mercury
.. T~ Ibra Nineteen Day..-. f!ftts
Marguis four door. Highway 51
word. per day.
'Soutli. Across from Um~ Point
pe~e:Ja. ~rM:;' Dar-s cents School. Cars &: ~ompanYicil~fl!~

per

1976 FIAT 131 Station Wagon,
automatic. low mileage. new tires,
brakes. battery. Just tUfted. excellent condition. $1650. 529-1203.
. 3118Aa50
1975 MERCURY COM~;dr .• ps,
rt'7_:transmission.
3~~~
1971 DODGE DART, 8 ~J'l.. 24,000,
AC. excellent mechanical con~~4sV:interized. $1459. :k~
198: HONDA CIVIC 1300FE. Ex-

~};:t$4~~i~~~:ooo 3~~A::l

Motorcycl••
1980 HONDA CB750K.

Vetter

R.al E.tat.

1973 A. M. C. HORNET. 4-iI!.• aut.
a-c. cruise. cassette. good IIres,
ALTO PASS. 20 minutes from SIU.
3 bedroom. 2 bath. fireplace. chain
~0~~.~1i~~~'. b~~~~,

~'!~e~o~e~p:~e"3\~U\~~n~.:nl~

893-2900. anytime. 536-7575. week-

days.

B2874Ad53

~~i~~·n~~.l:~. ~~

THREE BEDROO~ HOUS~. for
sale in Greenbriar addlhon.

1981

2908Ad45
10 ACRES ON 127. 7 miles from

~r:~~~~o:~~t!Wl.ment.

~1i~~:J~o~~t~~'t/~~rE~:il:~t

WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful
lois in Heritage Hills. Carbondale.
Call 529-1196.
2997Ad58

19,4 DODGE VAN, new brakes.
tires. dependable. 457-8607300sAa45

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres.
I.~ mile frontaf,e on blacktop road.

percent financing avalable at 12
percent over 10 year term. Phone
549-3002 aftl1r 5~ for. apwintment
to see. Thlslsa rgam.

L~~fi~liO(:n~al\I~~{akes.
305Ma45

S3OO2AdSO

300' OF OHIO River Bluff near
Cave-in-Rock, Illinois t:?:ped by

~~rii~:~la~~~~!~~tgasc~~~e~

Vv~~rJS e~gb~ w:~~::,d f£~~~

Contact: J. N. Connor, 312-64911,!.
3043Ad45
MUsT SEl.L! THREE ~'droom.
central air. fUll ca~eted. low

ra

r~i1:!!~h~~m~;~:le.:a~~t~~~~
::e:;i:;r
daYS~i:~
y , 453-4301

OWNERS MUST SELL. make
offer-homes from $18.0!J0-$80•.ooo.
We can help arrange finanCing.
Call for details. cenlu~I-House
of Realty. Carbondale, 5 B~~1d62

~~~hOD r~~ilt ~ftine ~~~i~

FOR SALE

mechanically ver~ sound. iWusi
sell$65G-best offer. 57-866~t.~

G:

srlCIAL
10>;50 2 or 3 Bdrm.,

imMUSTANG 4-SPEED, 4cylinder casset!e stereo, very
54H0117 af~1~9

!ied down, underpinned_
$1995

[

g::::'e, . ,

12X5O' 2 Bdrm .. tied down,
underpinneciJ. seton
spacious lot_
$2995

='~!ilC:ar:~ra.:bod~
Must sen: Call after 2pm. ~46

,2 X 60 3 Bdrm .. ovail. immed.

SPECIAL

$3995

Editi~'lx~ll~i ~r~Jl~rs~

=ge.Callafter4pm.5~

.. nancln. A_II
See Dot,'9 Bushur
otN_ Hwy.51
Corbondale
or Coil

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 1973,

.,:!!4lf~:r':~IlJ1~!r~~fi:::

nice interior r,lus more!! Very
'dun body has some rus.t. ~
jo.b.o. After5:00, 529-2175. 3109

549-3000

~:ge 'Ia:Oaily ~;g,ptian. Oc:~ 21. 1983
"i
_.""toII . . '"
>ii ..
,c.'1".• '"

.&~

orIu.tUI"

396Jl. COD ordE'rs call 1·601-835lOBS.
2668Af45

•• SPIDER WEB ... BUY and sel
used furniture and antiques. South
82766Af50
on Old 31. 549-1782.
SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK &:
or 1-~:is~

~~!?'4m~-987-2468

JENNY'S ANTIQUES &: used
furniture. Ca ... bondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 west. Tum south
Midland Inn Tavern. go 3 miles.
349-4978
B2948Af58

~f~~re~~f~. ~~~e~~~~ ctl~t

303OAf51

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS FLEA
Market. Optn Sundays. Best
barF.ains all around. Halloween

~fS\i~~~Skn~~~!~~:~ks,h~~~ ~~i
~~,:s o~o~ttll~(ec!~rg~~~~fe l:ri

Route 51. See YOl1"'<1ndaY~~089Af45

t

" ••.• \.-,

921 E. Mt.Iln
."·0375

SIE us FOR

Apple. 11M & Osborne
Microcomputers
ALSO
book., supplies. service, training.
ASK US HOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR

AS um.E AS $90.00 A MONTH
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PLAN.

ERO

COMPUTE€)
cAi~::;'~:--'"~~;;.c;.ltoeAU

TlIlutl.1em-,..

3ro1M46

M~~t ~~::;6::~~:h:a..~s439~4th

"5 P.r.""" ...

'JI*.MttlJ'l

Deor Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and has learned that T. V.
ond Stereo Repairs need not
be expensive nor time-consuming.
Free Estimates.
Some·Day-Service. and High
Tecf, Knowledge permit me
to make repoirs f'Jr less. UKe
that someone. (all: 549-5936
A;;dsave.

•'LECHIONIC

Games Repolred

AII.n·. T.V •
403 S. Graham

BEER
CAN
WRAPPERS.
Mountain Dew. Cokp.. Send $1 &.

~~~t!inJ~le~rappers. B~J1i3

SPACIOUS
I-BDRM
FURNI"HED a~rtment.

NICE NEWER 2-BEDROOM. 2 or
3 Ileople. furnished. 516 S.
Poplar. Beautiful kitche~Jb~
CAMBRIA-3 ROOMS furnished.
$165 month incil'des water and
trash. No pets. References. 1-9852577.
3i20Ba48
EFFICIENL'Y
CARTERVILLE
APARTMENTS. Furnishp.d,
water paid. $100-month. Im-

~r~~~:c:~~~~~ga: ~~~~~l

FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY
4 Blocks From Campus.
Water, Sewer Included
Carpeted, Air Ct"Ii1d.
549-6610

IMPERIAL
MECCA
Now taking Fall and Spring canlracl.
for efficiencies. 1 bedraam and 2 bed.
room apr 3 bIO(~:. from Campus. No

EI.ctronlc.
COMPUTER TWO DISK drives.
~~f;,~:rs, Modem, etc. Be:£gr:4~

""I•. Gt.n Willi........nt..l.
510$. Unl_ralty
457-7941 549.2....~

CARTRIDGE
SPECIALS

PARKTOWN APTS.

AT·330
$29.95
IMS-l400ER $24.95

Perfecl for !>rales.ianols. 800 sq. ft ..
2 Bedroom """""*,,. Air. =pehld.
potio. lighled po,king and cabie TV
Behind Carbondale C!inic. $3501
monlh.

DISCWASHER $13.9

WOODRUFF SERVICES

457·3321

AUDIO TECHNICA
SONIC
BROOM
$10.95

COUNTRY PARK MANOR

SONY WALKMAN
. HEADPHONES
FROM
$19.95
CLOSE OUT PR~CES
ON ALL DEMO
TELEPHONES

~~
549·150.
457·0375

_'~~~fl.1
.,."....... .1.._.

11M[ IA-W

MAULL UDXLlIC-W
NAD
NAn..

JVC

~OR

RENT,

.2oU_
SONY

.INWOOO
MIlIHU..1HI

AM"
DCMMICS
YAMANA
PION...
NA.MANI
• A_.tft
.AIIDON
IPtCA
NA.AMKMI
"ADO
.NOMANYOYH••••ANDI

OPEN SUNDAYS

CoIl before coming ~1
1111 Sou.h St. : .

.

<Apartm.n~·.

EFF-$I35
I-Bed. $160
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 day contracts c.lso
available.
All with Privat,s Botl-!.
AIC, and Kitchen Fac.
Newly Remodeled
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credil.
Call 529-1741

SlCURITY PATROLLID

2 BED"ltOOM JIPARTMENT in

.~~~~i~e. f!r7flor~fdi~I~!~~She~n:

~rf~~ajt.c$~50~~~~&nt!~as~~ 1~:

5790.

HATAatl HA'-INJ. AIN1.

UNextra

g:fi~:~~. ~~o;nin~~m ~fifa'~i

'B&.W TEl.EVISION $40.00. 5294868.
3124Af45

Mobil. Hom••

• 70 VW POP Top camper. 7.000

.:r • • ,

715 S. UniversIty
Nt-1M

r,lt~~o~~i'-i~oo~v~~~~~o

::a~~b~r.i~.~ ~a:~i~f::t;;

i975 MERCURY BOBCAT. Y-6.
automatic. PS. excel!ent COndlttOn,

MUSTANG.

r:~ll~~.W~rth ~na~fi~Drl~~~fu~)~

USC (whitel-others. $12.50 each

f57~=~ possible at 1",,, g~~~~

ditlon 'b~1 oTrfr~5::1~~ent con.
3041Aa45

1980

MI.c.Uan.ou ....._
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS!
HARVARD (grey;-Yale (white)-

~icJos~re. ~~nrra~\~~s s$~~~Oe;O~

• 77 MUSTANG II HATCHB.lCK, 4

Lowest Prices. Largest Selection

First come. Call 1-734-0565.
3126Ae46

SOLD ON CONSIGNMENT, Long
fo."J1lal dresses &: wedding dresses.
Great lor Halloween costumes.

USED YAMAHA 125. 3880 mi. $225 .
Call between 6-7 p.m. 457-5286. Ask
3137Ac47
for Mike.

cOndition. 55200. 529-5021. 3039Aa47

EXCELLENT

1977 KAWASAKI KH400. $550.1975

.Automobll••

Six

12X60 WARRIOR.

~~~~~\. ~-:-~;~~~;j.r $4~ftW

$.50. 1-993-5851.

. '81 TOYOTA STARl.ET 32 mpg
city, 42 mpg highway. Must SitU
$-f550 or best offer. S8""/-lS:294&Aa45

FORD FAIRMONT.

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT IN GOOD
CONDITION OR NEEDING REPAIR

~~'<f~:r~_§4f4~rch iB~~:~

i983 HONDA AERO 50. Brand new,

1982 KAWASAKI, GPz550. like
new. only 3100 miles. Must sell. 5490614, evenings.
3074Ac49

1968 OLDSMOBILE TORNADO,
good condition one owner•. 58.000
actual miles lull powe:;y air and

BUY, SELL, TRADE

2952Ae46

SPANISH SOFA &. chair, $150.

i':;~~?J~5:OO2li94~t~~.2'
.

~~h~~~I~~&!~e$~. ~~Tf~~~~

14x70 THREE BE':>ROOM Concord. 1977. ~reat condition. car.

collect. 1-314-364-1352.

'~~~'l~n~~i~~ires &: =i~7
~. 'rou~~~~.gets 1l03~~4s

FOR'SALE

CARBONDALE. AVAILABl.E 12-

Naw Renting for Fall and Sori ••g.
Efficiencies and I bedroom apts. No

pels. laundry facilities.

Pyramtds

B2767Ba48

(2 blk•. lrom Campus)
516$, .....11....

CARBONI.JALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom furnished apartment. air. absolutely

549-2454 457-7941

::r i\':~:J;J"I~~~~d~r.i!~S:~~

Hou •••

~~~~~~\v. ~~~~e~i-

2-BEDROOM
FURNISHED
HOUSE. 2 blocks from sm. 4576849.
'
B269IBb46

Call 684-4J45.

15-84, 549-6125

BZ97iBa57j
3003Ba45

ONE &. TWO bedrooms furnished.

~rJ~is~ P[~ieI;,o ~~r05~
1735. 45H956.

BE READY

3014Ba59

FOK winter. 2

r:;:s~:r :~~~~~e~!~. &:!

-~-~-~-l-~~~=~:-:A-:~-:~:-d-3~b~:-~-~!-m-fu-r~-

:::,s~9 h,:!~\~a~¥'ofa'Wa~~~~

l~~5.r)J\ (lid Rt. 13 Wes~~~s::a

fi8Js~~<;~~ths. }O~lJbrO~:V~~-

Property Manag"l'S. 549-~~Ba51'

campus. Will rent to group or
~~~5. Absolutely no r27~If~

MURPHYSBORO.. NICE THREE
room. furr.ished. air conditi(\~d
utilities paid. No pPts_ QUiet
country setting. 68'1-1267BaossBa46

HOMEFINDERS WILL HE~ you
find a rental! For free service call
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B2811Bb55
f •••

'9

~~~n~bie$~;~·! ~~~ri~. g~~5~t~~·

location. Furnished or un·
furnished. rent now for winter
semeste,.. 529-1539.
2956Bb56

;:;J~~~~~ohr~~~~fh~;~J;ye~ii~~

I
4·BEDROOM. SPLIT·LEVEL.
furnished. 3 males need I more I
immediatel),. $125-month.
j

~rson

all utilities incluoed. 1 and a j
~~~p:r7~:i:~. east on P~~~~l I

~~r ~~~~ii.lean, 208 E. ~~7

~r~:!:'¥~~t~~e:.~~!:)ioc~~~:: i LOST

I
I

FREE BUS
TOSIU

8 laundromat
8 CABLEVISION
8l or2 baths
82 or 3 bedrooms
8$145.$360

Singl.Rat..
Availabl.

52'.1ot2

~t'fu'~Lfe~ It~i~?!~ I?25 c:omf~:

Oon't waste money. call us. 529-1444.
B2659Bc45
CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills? One bedroom

fg:~tm?:: ~~~p!et~l f~~:~~:
Located

1'2

miles

eas[

of

~~~vher~:~ku~a~~dHl~~n \\;;:!~~:

tenance included in rent of $175month. Available now! Also taking
~ring (4'" month) contracts.
one 549-0012, 549-30021[~~B~
TWO BEDROOM COMPLETELY

~~~~~~n:~d a~~J~rnl'~~~~~~dg~:d

TERM PAPERS,
THESES.
Dissertations, resumes, report
projects. etc., (JBM electronic
eqUlpementl Call 549-6226. 2636E45
THE HANDYMAN· PAINTING.
glazing. drywalling, electrical,
carpentry
roof" g h r
ardwork. All jobslrarge ora~~~:
~ality work. Reasonable rates.
4:'7'7026.
Zl65E48

Roommat..

PAINTING

I

I

v~~rr ~~eB~~~~~: '!~. F~~e

all
b::droom mobile home or apart·
ment or maybe even a house, call
Woodruff4:ii·3321. Why !lOt?
B2919Be54

~~. and University t:;JMl~

Clean, nicely
furnished. Close to campus. Im~i:~~ ~=~;. No r:m~~7
ONE BEDROOM . $100, Two

~~oo~rP!:.~ur:, ';,~tlr{V~

2954Bc56

EXTRA NICE 12-..:50. 2·bdrm,
furnished, private settiJ:!g, I~
~ f~!~ni~g~.lated, no d~i6BC59
ONE MILE FROM campus. Two
very nice 12x60 mobile homes.
Front and rear bedrooms.
Reasonable rates. Call 1·833-5475.
301!1Bc46

~!l~a~L~~~:!~~,I~~~Ob~~~~~

house. Central air, nice location,
own room, cal" space. 549-4719 afer
;;~rn.
2916Be54
SHARE TWO BEDROOM mobile

~r~~'tiHfi~.~\4-N:.nt ~3~~

~~~f~~~~~:S~' northwes~~5

LEWIS PARK. THREE female
roommates needed for spring

~Wle~~~4. rent neg~~
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for
very nice 4-bedroom apartment in

:r;:~ I~a~~!r~ssF:!~~r':e'?~!n'

457·5366.
3076Be47
ROOMMATE, NON-S~riOKr:R, to
share nice house. $UIt-month. 4572610.
3106&e52
SHARE 'fz OF 3-Bdr house -

~~e~~) ~~~~ ~;;ela~:b~

Susan. 457-0371.

31228e50

FEMALE SUBLEASER,

NICE

~~~fl~bl! ~~kl~ ~u:O~r~~~~:

549-2643, Martha.

31318e48

ROOMMATE TO SHARE house.

furnished. central air, natural gas,
underpinned, anchoredM: close to
~~~. and University B;:~~i

~~::. ~~~f:4. $100-mon~~j6~;'

=-

CARTERVILLE DUPLEX, 2
bedroom, Carpet, A·C, quiet, .

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savinIcampus. Sorry, nO&::;B~

ROYAL RENTALS
Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished &Air Condo
No Pets

457-4422

INTERIOR

Mickey.

Duplex••

~~11e:;. ~~s1: 00 lea~

CARBONDALE,
2-BEDROOM
DUPLEX, clean, enel'g! efficient,
stove and refri,(erator, all electric,
available imn,ediately. $275 per
month, 529-' 203 After 5pm'3117BfSO

HELP WANTED
WANTED WAITRESSES FOR COl'
Coo's and S. l. Bowl. Apply in
person anytime after 9:30am.
83128C64

WANTEO

CARBONDALE TO ST. L'luis
$18.25; Carbondale to Springfield.
n.. $18.10; Carbor.dale to Chicago
$3170;
Carbondale
to

l!:~~::l;~~tf.~dia~~Jf::Y~i $4~~:
2144P51

RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit"

~e<;;i~:e~e:J~uss~~{!~u~ut:,~

Chicagoland. Departs Fridays
2pm. returns Sunday!;. Only $39.75

~c:rvn:~~f i~~~~h~~~~~I'~~!t~~

12: 30pm Thurstk?y~ I Regular
$49.75 roundtrip). TIckets may be
purchased up to three weeks in
advance. Ticket sales outlet at 715
South University Avenue on' • The

~~~~'~y ~K~am~I~~~'Vm t~~~

~~!~~\-:r2m. Friday 10:33am'~9
\

I
I

!

~e moldings,

f:I.~~i'~"

"!!!!!~

I ~
I Foryour

I

I

I.

I

...

c__,_~.

i

~

I

I
••

3n37ESO

MINI

IGARAGE SALE. 1706 Sunset, II

Care Center, Carbondale. 608 N.

~~i:~~~c:f:!~f:J~~ations

I

II

I

~~~~~~dS~, s<Jl~t!ag~~m~ I Carbondale. Saturday. Oct. 22.

many sizes a\'aliable, low monthly
rates, for more info, call 529-1133.
B3101E63

~~Y,1'U;iG

t:&!rfn~ATIO~:d

alterations. Best ~rices. 1182 East

ro:~~p!n~~~~!s:~~~~i:

1859.

3IOSE63

• Clothing, household items,
I books, magazines. and more..
I
.
3116KK45I
I MOVING SALE-SAT Oct. 22, I
• B·2pm. Dresser. desk. furni-I
I. ture, bike, miscellaneous.'
.182 Pleosant Hill Trailer Court..

• ________

J.!,JiJ~K~.1

TYPING
CHEAP,
EXPERIENCED, excellent work, fast

HOME

SERVICE,

~:~:::'~~' ts. C~~rTs7-61:J~1~e
5, 1.984.2f31 after 5. Reasonable
rates.
3121E63
_ DKIIEASE STRESS?
TENSION
_lNCJEASIl'EItFOIIMANCE IN

SCHOOl
-IMI'IIOYE CONCENTltAl1ON

me cown to

-Welcome
to the

PSE FAMIL Y
BRADY
JACKIE
KATHY
MIKE M.
MAUREEN
JA YNE
JEFF

lEAH
GREG
JOHN P.

ROB
KRIS
CHRIS
TOM
L YN

SUE G.
BRIAN
RANDY
MIKEB.
SUE B.
TERRIE
PHilLIP
JOHN C.
JULIE
DAVE
STEVEN
"KEVIN
CHERYl
BECKY
RUTH

CONGRADU~,T'ONS

3119E46

TYPING

r loy

sleep.
~
f, I pray the Lord my soul
to keep,
IF I SHOULD DIE before!'
I wake.
I pray the lord my soul
to take.
IF I SHOULD DIE
Student Center
Ij
Ballroom &
)
Friday, October 21
7:00 and 8:30 p.m.
FREE!! !
Sponsored by Campus
Crusode for Christ

CINDY
ANGELA
and VINCE

~~~~atFo~r.~/r::~~t::'~1

457-4568.

~'/

\

11~?<;!~q.c""O-oc~""O-oc0\

Convenience
Clip & Save

I DISHES, KITCHEN ITEMS. Fur-.
• niture, good clothes. books'l
I Sal., Sam. 2101 Sunset Drive. I
• Inside if rain.
83115KK45.
, • CARBONDALE - SAT. B-2 _6021
Skyline - clothing 5 cents·Sl.00, I
I coot!, toys. household misc,
• bike.
3123KK45

~~~~~~7~~~~It~.~\rf~:
I for appointment or information.
2999E58
I FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Day

STOR·N·LOCK

_I
I

I

TYPING· THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main Street. 549-3512.
2914E56

~~~rr~~J~~h A~fA~!~~.

SMILE TODAY )

N""ow

I

TYPING. RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers, theses·
dissertations, bOok manuscripts,

teed Lacquer $250.

icl\
~

I

I

:a~l~.RAI ~'fJ~~~~1~~:1
I

2910154

ANNPUNCEMENTS

EX·

~~~~?~~~~~Ie i~::n~iate~~~IY i ~~n~i¥~~i~~:~r~~~~Z;~~'
I __________Zl_57_E_53

ROOMMATES NEEDED, MALE
or Female. $U5-month. Quiet

:t BEDROOMS.

~~~rs ~~~':~t.~::~~~asr~~~

f8~~~~e3u~~~r, t~~IJ'be~~:~:ii

VERY NICE IOXSO. 2 bedrooms.

~~~ii~hne:d. a!~c~~~~~~1 ~~eur~

SERVICES OFFERfD

~? '!i'r~~°f!it~"!r:i2W~~'

LEWIS PARK SPRING sublease.
Female needed for four bedroom.
~:~r month, '14 uti1it~~~5

Park. 529-1539.

D. J.
TO WORK Friday~"
Sa.tur:day night~ from 8 pm until
mldmght. EgUlpment provided.
Salary negotiable. Call 684·2200.
Ask for Pe1e.
3t14C46

eofJege. 684·5917,529-3866,457·3321. I
B2974BdS7
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.
S62.65 per week. $195 per month. I
Compfetely furnished including I
T. V., maid service. Kin~'s 1nnl
Motel, 825 East Main Street,
Carbondale. Illinois. Phone 549·
.'1013.
B3134B<164

r.ondition. Located in Lakp.wood
Park Subdivision east of Carbondale. $145-month. Phone 54!)6612.549-3002 after Spm. B2724Bc48
VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two
bedrooms. furnished, air. natural
~as. underpinned. anchored. Close

$~~~~J.~~d univers~~4~~ls

I

GOLD ELGIN LADIES Watch.
C{tmmunications·Pulliam. Lar~
reward. Carolyn, 457-6091. 3138G

_________________
~_7
NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE
room. II:, blocks from campus. All
utii!ties included. Call 549·5596
after 5:00.
B2808Bd51

Mobil. Hom••

I

~r~V:~~c~allwl~~~~a~:54~[1.

Room.

529·3166

I

308S045
ALL BLACK MALE cat, except
little white spot on IJnderdside Of
neck. Lost in Bush·Frost Trailer
court area Sunday evening 10-16.
Reward! Call 549-3840 or 52!J:..1997.
3125045

or

Now Renting For Fall

caU. we have more

POSITION
AVAILABLE:
MENTAL Health Counselor for
elderlv Outies: To provide con·

RID~RS

457-4144.

I
I
I

Murphysboro and b=.!::k. Mon.·Fri ..
9am·Spm. 457-4546 arter 6pm.

I

.... ao. toCampui

tf you cIon't like t .....

; band on ring. Kathy, 457-4546.

I

~~~~~~n'ng~~t~~r:~~~Wt~

31 B

•. a.droom: 405 S. Iev.rage
3-hcIroom: 212 Hospital Dr.
3035. FarM'
406 Chot.", Cau"
4105. Ash
I·Bod.oom: 406 S. University '3

2827C51

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER.
Year round. Europe S. Amer.,
Australia, Asia. AI Fields, $500'1201', monthly. Sightseeing. Free
mfo. Write IJC Box 52·IL-l Corona
Del Mar, CA 9262S.
2822C51

eldl!!'i)" their relatives and service
proviifed in Jackson and Perry : ENTERT AINMENT
counties. M. A. in Human Service ~
field desired or R. N. with training BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 ...
and or experience with elder&.:
$1' .00. Craz'y Cooter Clown Ser·
~Im~ti~~ ~~srest'~lu:g~~ J8a;. ~: We Deliver. Adam's R~17
bondale, Illinois, 62901 by October
21. 1983.
B3044C45
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS!
Lessons! Gentle horses for sale.
Hoofbeats· 457 -4:i70.
2911154
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
CARBONDALE. Registered
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
needed for small residential
rehabilitation center for head ! hayride and bonfire. Fun for all
injure~ adults. Full or part·time.

Only 2 mil..
Nar1h of Campus.

~S~e!i?~~r?r.xv~fi~'i:n~!'

KEYS· EN route down

~!~%~n~~7e~8~e~arl~2~:93mN~r I ~r?th~tin~lif~~~~~~og~a~!il

appointment.

.r::::lrTJ! Sr~:~Ec~~:~~r:e;s~
:lOR704<;

I

~~~~:4~~:zlW~~t:&~~~~

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED, nice
~uiet neijthborhood. Available
ov. 15th. 549-6572 after 5B~Bb45

~29-5294.

I

rear b'!droon'. central ai.'. large
kltche:l. new ca~t " r"-msheil

cluded. a',ailatole immedIately.
$475·month. 457·4334.
3053B1:i61

RID 5 NEED ,

.

BARTENDERS GO·GO DAN· LOST· OCTOBER 16, Student
CE RS. Bartenders: full or part : Center. 2nd floor . gold chain
time. Dancers: $5.00 per hour.
Sentimental value. Call Janet at
Strictly legitimate·typ" en·
453-2239 or 684-3998.
3065G4S

~a~IV n~1~~~~~~~nFa~~

3OIQ~b45

j·BEDROOM r'URNISHED, brick
rancher. 2·bath, localed near

LOST

emergency calls. Reply to Box j KITTEN· 4 MONTH old g;ray tiger
!'IIO.I.O, .Daily Egyptian. Com· Istriped male Lost on OcTober 14th
Wutt~,;~ns Bldg., cart~:t~ I near Poplar. Please call. 45~~~

CARBONDALE· NEWLY CAR·
PETED. nicely furnished. 2
bedroom with air. 31z miles east.
No dogs. Available Nov('mber 1st.
SI75-month.457-63n
B3096Bc51

l7NFURNISHED ONE BEDROOM
apartml'nt in house. Five miles
south of Carbondale, S200-month
plus " utilities. 1·964·1152.

CARBONDALE

~;Jtel~T~~~i~I~~O f~~~jnfo'

12x60 TWO Br:DROOM. Fur·
nished. $175-month. 549-4777 after
6p.m.
3f17:lik~9

I~r~:-;1ro~E~~O~~~te~,O~r~~l

1" ,0 BEDROOM INSULATED,

HANDYMAN.

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
available now. No pets please. 457·
8352 after 4 p.m.
B3060Bc61

THREE
BEDROOM.
FUR·
NISHED. C1Mt: i6 "ampus and 'lew

Y~RD SALE, CARBONDALE, 25
Hillcrest Dr.• Sat., Oct. 22, Bam-

!:la~b~!=a=s~~~~n
30861<45

-AVOID UNNECESSARY IUNESS
FOIl HELl' • INFO.. CAlL WIUNESS

HAVE A GREAT
WEEKEi';D & we're
glad you're a
part of PSEI
THE ALPHA BETA

OMfJER.
SWIET QlHKS

"""'" AMHII/fJf5Nl"IIAIE11.OOKlOG lACK ova lH[ PAST YfAIt.
AUI SEE IS SMILES. YOUVE MAIlE ME

CINlBt........,

so VERY HAPPY. THANKS TO TEENA
AND A eomE OF ROSE. YOU AND

WANTED

1AIlE STILL GOING STlIONG.

WANTED TO BUY. Cll'ss rings.
old gold" silver broken jewelry,
coins. scrap, sterji'J' old watches.

~~~i':fii~oi~al~nue~4t7~~'

B3013F59 I

WANT TO BUY Wedding dress.,
Size 10-12 or 14. Call eveni'1gs_or
we1!kends. 457-7837.
3102F46

LOYEYOUl.

YARD SALE.

YAMAHA R025Ii,

~~~,a:io~~a:OOI~n~n:~;;~d

used. 113 Crab ~chard Lake
Mobile. Sat., Oct. 22.. 8am.5~~K45

II,iii',,6,

H,pw'lfY,,'
LM D.ANNY
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l'wo charged in assault case
1\...., Murphysboro men were
arrested and charged with
assault after they allegedly
threw "ocks and pulled a knile
on a mal~ager of Wal·l\Iart. 1702
W. Main St.. during a con·
frontation Wedne~:day. Carbondale p.'Ilice said.
Arrestf-:d were Joseph W.
Thorn'!'.-. 17. and Gordon E.
Moore. 17, pelice said.
TIe manager. Kevin Kelley.
told police a fight broke out
betwet>, the three about 6 p.m.
after Kelley observed the two

carrying a power hooster ar:d
then, upon leaving the store. no
longer carryil"g it.
He approached Thorner and
Moore. police said. and an
argument followed. during
which one reportedly pulled a
knife on Kelley and the other
threw rocks at him.

I!:;

T,u"".,'"
'''''''',.,,."

.'
'~

,-

A 20-year-old SIU·C student
was treated and released from
Carbondale Memorial Hospital
Wednesday after a man attempted to steal he&' backpack.
then hit her in the face when she
resisted.
The incident happened at 7: 15
p.m. !'It the comer of Grand
Avenue and State Street, according to SIU·C Security.
The woman ~id the man hit

WCIL-FM We

"~

her once in the face. then ned
when she resisted his attempt to
take her backpack. She ran to
Plaza Records. 606 S. Illinois
Ave., to call the police al1d was
later treated for a bruise on her
face.
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RAMADA INN'S
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Friday
Night

WI\

wJ ~-ll

WITH LIVE GO GO DANCERS

~~, (From the Modeling Conspiracy)

Satu, ay N
t
Cruise Thru The Decades

physical
therapy
from
Washington University, St.
Louis. She was the fir.ot to
receive the award, but it will
now be given annually to a firstyear female medical student of
high academic standing.

7pm-9pm Big Band Music
9pm-10:30pm 50's - 60's Music
10:30pm-11 :30pm 70's Music
11 :30pm-Closi
40 80's Music

..

~

",j-,--•

.tlo.vember II
FARMERS MARKET
OF CARBONDALE

536-3311

_

,

mes You

!i 1,-'.:IIr, ~,r1

The man was described as
black, about 2O-years-old. about
six foot tall and weighing about
160 pounds.

Medical student wins award
Kendra Smith of West Frankfort received a $200 award from
the Dr. Hildegard Landecker
Memorial Endowment Fund at
the sm School of Medicine.
Smith has a bachelor's degree
in zoolOjp' from SIU-C and in

~,.."

11 .. 1:30
549 .. 3366

eSubseSaladse
e Cheesecake e Quiche e

Thorner. charged with
aggravated assault. was
released from Jackson County
jail Thursday afternoon after an
initial court appearance.

Woulltbe thief injures woman

At fill MiN,,,

.=.::~== Deli

Free Lunch Deliveries

. n. ....... ,""

LIAf mace. .... GeMI.

cnna6 PIIICI

-----

Prta8

At,.

er...r ... Cn........

.--....

LA ROM"·S
GRA"D ON THE
REOPE"I"G
STRIP

*

529·1344

6pkcons

l2pkcons

~."hlPI

~ Drummond
FREE DELIVERY (AFTER 5 pm)
_ All Imported
WE'RE OPE": 3:00·1 :00 DAILY
fl!'
Beers
3:00·2:00 WEEKE"DS
~ All Greek
E- PE"I"O S
LS
~ Wines
friday, Saturday, Sunday
'~Andre
S1.00 orr fill Pilla Orders
~ Champagnes
$ 1.00 Bottles of Beck's Light/Dark
~Ja
$2 'Pitchers or Beer/Soda.
;~

..
- ~

12pk_.

•

12pkBtls.

(ThurSundoy)

btls.

~

$2.86.
•
..

(Thru Sunday)

10 % off ~
-'"
10%011 ~

75Om1

~
3/$7.62 i~~

-'1.00 .__
3/$6.62 ;$3.99 ~

(Mail.ln Rebate)

~ Blue Nun

750ml

~

~~hba~ ·$l~O
II'~~~~~i~~~~i~~i~~!~~~~~~~il~
i:i Paul Masson
$2.99
=iii Wines
$3.29
='~
~,mv flla
~. ~f\\\\Ll~t - 41f1Ypn, 7.5Om1 $1.14
1.5Liters

~ ~

80° Prnof

_

ME OF THE STUFFED PIZZA
i Page 20, Daily EgyptiaD. October 21, 1983
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.1.00
'$4.14
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Poor family jailed for illegal camping
YAKIMA. Wash. (AP) - A
family from Arkansas, broke
and looking for work, was back
togethl.'r again Wednesday after
being jailed for camping
without paying in a Washington
state park. But their pet dog
was still in the loc~up.
Freddie Brooks, <4, of Searcy,
Ark., was arrested along with
his wife, Kathy. 29. and 29-yearold brotner, Gene, on Saturday
when they didn't have the $7.50
fee at a park where chey had set
up camp.
The Brooks' 10-year-old son,
Bobby, was turned over to the
state Child Protective Services,
cars and camping gear were
impounded, and their pet bull
·terrier, Smokey, was taken to
the pound.
Bobby ?'as returned to his
parents Tuesday and was in a
local school in the fourth grade
Wednesday. Their vehicles also
" were returned.
"I'm starting to feel like I'm
in America again," Freddie
Brooks said Wednesday.

Park Ranger Steve Middleton
called the Yakima County
sheriff's department, and two
dcouties arrested the family for
investigation of second-degree
trespassing, Nesary said. The
~rookses had no place to stay.
The deputies ,Iaced them in jail
until they could be arraigned.
Bobby was turned over to the
state agency, the familfs

possessions were impounded,
and the dog was taken to the
pound.

recognizance.
When they went to retrieve

A sympathetic jail official
recognized the family's plight
and called k;:al public defender
Fred Porter. On Sunday
morning, Porter called District
Court Judge John Nicholson,
who ordered the Brookses
released
on
their
own

Bobby,
h(lwever,
Child
Protective Service officials
advised them that all children
taken into custody had to be
held for 72 hours, not counting
weekends, so the family's
background could be researched. They refused to release
Bobby.

Historieul sodety
to tour old hOllse
The
Jackson
('ounty
Historical Society will take a
tour of the historic Agnew
House in Makanda al 2:30 p.m.
Sunday.
Members needing directions
or a ride may meet al 2 p.m. at
the Society's headquarters in
the basement of the cld post
office, 1401 Walnut St.. Murphysboro.
Joe Covals, who lives in the
Agnew House, will/ead tht, tour
and display his collection of
antiques and reproductions.
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; oa. Siann Sirloin "."
. ".~:
Dinner Includes choice of baked potato..
or French Frl... stockade toast.
Salad bar and a fr. . cone.

eFRIDAY

eSATURDAY

__

I

I

eSUNDAY

I

(11 :OOam to close)

..

•

USDA CHOICE CUT STEAKS

•.

BANOUET FAClUT/fS

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

....

''''''. .101 S. Wall Street

549.1312
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Dna 1IIE CAlUI A _ _ STAR TALEIII (GIRIST
Are WIN A 0tIE-NIGIII STAND WIIH 1HE lROUPE.
New York's Catch a Rising Star, the country's number one comedy dub,
is going on the road. And without regard for our own personal
safety, we'll be appearing at your schooL
;"1
But we won't be the only or.es up there taking abuse.
'
~ •
\
Prior to our appearance, your school will stag~ a
com~dy talt:nt contest Everyo~e who enters will -:---receIVe a pnze. An<!Jhe lucky wmner will get to I, ". ::'. ' . ~ .. ~
open our show on.campus.
.
~;L\'
Who IOlO"YS, this could be the launc"JIlg pad for '\~ . 1.;~. I. '
your career m comedy.
\~
.~~!,.
So why not givLit a shot It~guaranteedtobe _/~.
;r,'.
'.
-.
the funniest event on campus smce they posted -. - .'
your grades.
.
TAlEIIfCOldES1'
COMEDY_

e"

& 1:.:

lite;

Date: October25. 1983
Date: November7, 1983
TIme:. 8:00 PM
Tone: 8:00 PM
Place: Banroom"D~Student Union Place: Ballroom"D~Student Union
Free Admission For more infonnation contact: 536-3393

CATCH ARISIIIG STII ON TOUR SPOIISORED BY
UTI lEER FROM MIWR.
IVERY1HING YOU ALWAYS WAITED .A BDl. liD US$. ~
.1983M,lIer
Daily Egyptian, October 21. 1983, Page 21

·Reds"indicate interest
in reunion with _Rose
~ CINCINNATI (AP) - The
; Cincinnati Reds said Thursday
they were interested in talking
to Pete Rose about returning to
the team he left in 1978 after 16
seasons, but that some of his
- terms may be unacceptable.
Reds President Bob Howsam
said he had talked on the
telephone with Bill Giles,
president of the Philadelphia
Phillies, who released Rose on
Wednesday. He also said the
Reds had left a message asking
Rose's lawyer, Reuven J. Katz.
to contact the Reds.
Howsam, however, cautioned
that the Reds may not be willing
to accept all of Rose's terms,
especially the one demanding
that he be an every-day player.
Rose. 42, has said he would
even consider switching to the
American League and accepting the role of designated
hitter in order to find a team
that would play him full time.
Rose wants to break the all-time
record for hits by Ty Cobb. With
3,990, he is 201 hits shy of Cobb's
record of 4,191.
"Certainly the Reds would be
interested in talking with Pete
Rose," Howsam said. "But, it
seems to be the conditions he
has laid down would not fit our
situation that we have here in
Cincinnati. I can understand

what Pete is looking for and
why he wants it.
"I hope Pete finds what he's
looking for, because he's been a
good player and good for
baseball," Howsam said.
Other teams contacted by The
Associated Press expressed
similar reservations about
signing Rose, who has been a
first baseman since he left
Cincinnati as a free agent in
1978. Rose also played some 30
games in right field this season,
however.
"U 1 had a position open, I'd
take him," Chil!~go Cubs
General Manager Dallas Green
said. "I've got three first
basemer now - Carmelo
Martinez, Bill Buckner and
Leon Durham. And over 162
games, it would be difficult for
~:t~~e~~. lay every day in the
John Schuerholz, the Kansas
City Royals general manager,
said his club still would have to
evaluate Rose's worth, but he
did not rule out the possibility of
joining the Rose Parade.
"I
hesitate
to
say
categorically that we would or
would not be interested,"
Schuerholz said. "We haven't
discussed Pete's availability
yet. We expect to discuss
everyone in the next couple of

e

days."
The SI. Louis Cardinals and
Atlanta Braves both said they
were not interested at all.
however.
"We don't have any place to
play him," Braves owner Ted
Turner said during a break at a
congressional hearing in
Washington on Wednesday.
Added Cardinals General
Manager Joe McDonald: "My
first reaction is we're probably
not interested. You have to
apply' yourself to your No. 1
priority, and ours is starting
pitching. If he threw a 98 mph
fastball and a Sandy Koufax
curve, we might be interested."
Rose, a native oi Cincinnati
wi;olives in the city during the
off-season, told a Philadelphia
news conference Wednesday
that the Phillies had released
him after he refused the club's
offer to stay as a part-time
player. Rose made a reported
$1.3 million last year.
Rose batted .245 this season
with 121 hits. He had only 17
extra-base hits and stole just
seven bases, spending a great
deal of time on the bench while
rookie Len Matuszek took over
at first base.
.
Dan Driessen, 32, has been
the Reds' regular first baseman
since 1977.

GOLF from Page 24
McGirr said her club is capable
of edging into the top third this
time around.
"Several of our players have
played the course," McGirr

said. "It's a long drive, so we'll
leave early and get there in
time to playa practice round.
"I'd like to see us put together
Ihl'{'t' eonsistt'nt rounds. I clon't

want to have a poor £irst round
and have to play l'atch-llp.
"It's a long course. hut the.
plaYl'rs ('an get good numbers if
they'r(' hitting Ih(' hall well."
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PICK'S LIQUOR
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BEER

WINE

~

PaulMauon
ror,. or chablis

6pkgcanl

1.5t

BUSOl

Gin

'4.39
'9.'9

1.75L

Caito
Scotch

.q~

;;~Pack
Bottles

6pkgboH'..

rhlne-rose-choblis
5L
Box

PICK'S
ELECTRONICS
eSALES
eSERVlCE
eRENrAlS

Mel.t.' ....u

.,••9

549-4833

Lewis Park Mall .
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~

'5.19
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I

Colony

'3.99
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750ml

750ml

'4.41

• 3.49

~

Gilbey's
750ml

6pkgcans
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light and Dark

75Om'

'4.9'

Walker's Chrystal
Palace Vodka
750ml

'3.99

Ivan William.
Whlak.y
750ml

'5.19

Bl,EU FLAMBE· ,
FRI. & SAT. Area Code (618)
We Now Hove "Big Screen" T. V.

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 8:30·9:30am
4:00·7:00pm

801 E.Main
Ph. 5-49-48.41
Hrs. 8om-2am

FALL
JEWELRY
COLLECTION
Enamels
Antique Reproductions
Geometries
Refractory Metals
Semi-Frecious Stones

tit

209 5. illinois
towne central
mon·sat 10-6

549·6013

Dleldo,cope

TENNIS
from Page 24
They've come back strong
this season, though, because
Dt'Mars did some scouting over
the summer and picked up three
very tdlented freshmen tennis I
playt'rs. At the lIIini State
Tournamt'nt two weekt'nds ago,
SIU·E claimed a first·place
finish. The Salukis placed
fourth.
Leading SIU·E top four team
is Doug Burke who was ranked
64th in the nation last spring.
Burke finishec1 25-8 last spring
at the No. 3 singles position.
Johan Sjogren, from Sweden,
finshed 25-3 last spring. Monty
Oppenheim. a Chicago native.
finished 9-9. Joe Vassen, from
Belleville, rounds off the top
four as he finished 19-6.
. DeMars will bring only three
players to participate in the
bottom four. They are his fresh·
men, Peter Moore, Young Min
Kwon and Dave Delseni.
,Delseni has already beaten
Berny Mitton, who is ranked
72nd in the world at the
professional level. Kwon played
in the Junior Davis Cup last
summer which gathers the top
20 junior players in the United
States. Moore beat Erin
Kricksteen, who advanced four
rounds in the U.S. Open.
DeMars is not sure who he
NiD play at doubles. either.
Vanderbilt is definitely
bringing the youngest team to
the tournament compared to the
other three teams. Seven of the
eight players Coach John
Newman is bringing are freshmen. His only player who's not
a freshman is Chris Huff. a
sophomore who Newman said
played very well last spring.
This year. Huff advanced to
the semitmals in the Southern
Col\egiate Tennis Tournament.
"e'l\ be in the top four at the
SIU-C tourney. along with Rex
Cretella. Tom Kellog and Paul
Bailey. _
..
Vanderbilt's bottom four will
be Steve Herzog. Brad Goodman. Alan Benarroch and Scott
Vowles. Huff and Kellog,
Cretella ard Herzog, Benarroch
and Goodman. and Vowles and
Bailey will play the doubles.
Memphis State Coach Tom
Buford said his team is hoping
to improve ttrls fall so the team
can prepare for the spring.
Burford said he will bring only
six players to the tourney as two
of his players are injured. The
players he will bring are David
Nicholson, Julio Martins, Bill
Conley ,Jeff Gray, Grant
Denton and Paul Sax. Buford, in
his 17th year as coach, is still
unsure who will play in which
slots.

FOOTBALL front Page 24

A Falafll
me's
Factory

who will miss his second
straight garlle. Both are listed
as doubtful. Dempsey said, and
he does not know if the two will
attend the game.
"We still dor.'t have Everett
back," Dempsey said, "and
that hurts us because he's a
speed person and we need his
speed."
With Blackmon out, Dempsey's depth at tight end is cut,
down.

Wetzel.
that he was com in/{ hack.
"We had a lot of players out
during the Southwest game,"
"It could be a lot worse. I've
Dt'mpsey said. "We've been . had years where a Jot of /{uys
very fortunate that we've had . were injured and WE' knew they
only one major injury in John wouldn't play again the rest of
Heitbrink. where we have lost a the year. The year that you
player for the rest of the season. have your so·called cham·
Rick Johnson was out for two
and a half /{ames, hut we knew C:=~Pirilli~t ~~~a~~ed to be

Open: 1O:30-3:Wam

"He used to play during the
actual game. not just when we
had a lead," Dempsey said. "He
can give Carey Shephard a
break. Carey hasn't been
healthy all year. Richard is
faster than Carey and on deeper
patterns. he puts more pressure
on the defensive hacks."

:
'
t
t

Defensive end Dan Wetzel.
who has an ankle injury. may
start against the Sycamores.
Dempsey said. Wetzel has not
practiced much this week. but
Dempsey said that Wet7ers
ankle has been feeling better.
If Wetzel cannot answer the
call, Dempsey said that either
Tony Wrenn or Ashley Sledge
would replace him on defense.
Last week, Sledge had a
quarterback sack and a fumble
recovery after replacing

f
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• Rsher Fireplace Inserts
PRICES SLASHED ON
ALL MODELS IN STOCK

§~.
U.S. South 51

Carbondaie
529-5700·

Pick UP applications In the SPC
Office. 3rd floor Student Center
or caIlSJ&-339J.
~Ity

IIICCenter ......._
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STEP INTO BLEYER'S SPORTS MART
STEP OUT WITH ~ SHOES

It's ~ DAY Sat. Oct. 22nd

I~.I
I~I
I~I
DIABLO

FII: STEVE NEWBERRY with the ";!tazlng
Wayne Hlgclon on flclcll.. .

529-9191
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• Fisher & V.tal Stoves

o Ashley &Jensen
Fumac.
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..~~/

Enter tile "Catcll a Hlslni Starn
~ - '1 Comed, Searcll.
Don·t miss tills cllance to perform
~
~
wltll professional cOlnedlan Bill Sclleff. ~'W"
October 25. Ipm. Student Cent~r ii#J:$ff
}!r~:A~
.
Ballroom D
. '
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HIKEe SHOE CLINICH
1-4pm SAT.

OVER FIVE DIFFERENT MEII'S &WOMEII'S STYLES

ON SPECIAL SALE!!
FREE

NIKE&pOSTERS

GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY

EXTRA SPECIAL SALE!!
~.!,l!~ATlONAlIShef.52.~ SALE 29.95
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS I

••
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AlSO DIS~LAYllCS HiGH IECH lasKETBII.l & RUlOntlS SHOES
SPOITSwut I SIIJES fRESontl SAlURDAY .Y 111 ".ODELIIS CONSPIRACY"

SALE STARTS THURS. OCT~ 20th!!
~B~'4, Sfunt4, ~~..
If_c . . '. EVERYTHING FOR· TH,E· ATHLETE A;
MALL lO~ATION ONLY

. 457~131'

Salukis to try for best start in 53 year~
By Jim Lexa
Starr Writer

The Salukis would probably
need more than seven victorief
in order to make the playoffs,
A win Saturday arternoon at for a 7-4 record does not sound
Indiana State would give the like a championship caliber
football Salukis an 8-0 start, team.
their best since the 1930 squad
Beating No. 14-ranked Infinished 9-0.
diana State could knock the
More importantly, though, a Sycamores out of the Missouri
win could move the I-AA No.2 Valley Conference title chase.
Salukis closer to a playoff berth, Indiana State is 1-1 in the
SaJuki Coach Rey Dempsey. Valley. with a 5-2 record
said.
O~""dJt H the Salukis beat the
.. A win wlluld move us Sycamores, SIU-C would move
another step Closer to the to 2-0 in the Valley, with Indiana
playoffs," Dempsey said. "You State dropping to 1-2.
need a lot of victories to make
Dempsey said his squad
the play-offs, so you need as needs to win this Valley contest
many VIctOries as you can get. in order to stay undefeated in
There's no assurance that seven the conference. He said that he
wins will get you in the does not think Tulsa will lose a
playoffs."
conference game this season.

.
Tulsa, !:! c .. , •.. , .
overall, is not on the Saluki
schedule this season.
In order to win the game
Saturday, Dempsey said he
feels his team bas to make the
big plays, have a sound kicking
game and avoid turnovers.
"We've been a big play te.. m
this whole season," Dempsey
said. "There hasn't been a
game this st'ason where we
haven't had a big play."
One of Dempsey's big
playmakers is cornerback
Terry Taylor. Taylor has
blocked five kicks this year,
while intereepting one pass.
Last week, Taylor did not
illay because of a knee injury
that he suffered against Drake.
Dempsey said Taylor will start

Men netters play host
in four-team tourney
By George Pappas
Staff Writer
The Saluki men's tennis team
will have a hard time winning
its own tournament this
weekend as it will have to
outplay a powerful SIU-E team.
The Saluki four-team invitational will start on Saturday
at 11 a.m. Along with SIU-C and
SIU-E in the tournament field
will be Memphis State and
Vanderbilt University.
The tournament wiJ) have
four different categories. Each
team will submit four singles
players in the top catc-gory and
four singles prayers in the
bottom. There will be a doubles
competition wh-;:n' ear!! tc.'\m

can enter four teams and there Lars Nilsson, Paul R&z~h, Scott
will be a consolation category. Krueger and Roeland deKort.
Each individual or doubles LeFevre is still not sure about
combinations.
team win will give three points doubles
LeFevre said SIU-E will be
to the team, except consolation
wltere only a point will be the tetlm to beat.
"SIU-E
is
awesome,"
awarded.
I
The Salukis will. play Per LeFevre said. "They've picked
'Wadmark, Rollie Oliquino, up some good players these past
Gabriel Coc~ Chris Visconti two years and h:lve built a good
in the top fOflt. -Saluki Coach tennis program."
SIU-E is coming off of one its
Dick LeFevre said Coch is
questionable, though, as Coch .best seasons ever as they
has reinjured a bone in his finished the spring season of
hand. Coch fractured the bone 1983 ranked 12th in the nation.
over the summer and wore a Coached by Kent DeMars, now
cast. LeFevre said Coch will in his 11th year as skipper, SlUhave to wear a cast again, but it E finished 19-6 last spr~, but
. is up to Cach if he wants to play lost its No.1, 2 and 4 smgles
this weekend with his hand piayers to graduation.
wrapped in tape.
The bottom four will consist of
See TENNIS. Page 23

agamst Indiana State.
"He doesn" look IPO percent," Dempsey said, "but he's
been doing well this week."
T~ylor is needed, though, for
he IS a key player on the
specialty teams for two
reasons, Dempsey said.
"Terry possesses the ability
to do something like block a
punt anyti~e, anywher~,"
Dempsey said. "And when his
presence is felt there, it seems
like everybody else goes harder
knowing he's there."
Backup cornerback Tony
Haywood, who injured his ankle
against Southwest Missouri
State last week, is off of his
crutches, Dempsey said, but is
hsled as doubtful for Jndiana
State.

Golfers finish with
22-team. tourney
By She"1. Chist>Qhall
Sports Editor
. .
For their fmal tournam~nt of
the fall s~ason, the Salukl m.en
golfers Will have to contend With
a 22-team field and 8().degree
weather ~hen the !Oq~ad t~ off
Sunday m. th~ .In.iverslty. of
Sou.the!D MISSISSIPPI Collegiate
InVitatIOnal.
..
The .tournament IS b<:lDg
r,:layed In Broadwater Beach at
the Sun Course, a 7,910-yard,
par 72 course.
LE'ading the way for SIU-C in
the 54-hole tournament will be
senior Joh!'! Schaefer, who
carries a 78.3 stroke average.
after seven tournument roun.....
Behind Schaefer is Scott
Briggs, another senior, who
totes a 78.9 average. Juco
transfer Kurt Wahl will play at
No.3. Wahl's fall average is
78.2.

... ~

Haywood fell from fourth to,
!'ixth'in the MVC in punl return~
after It!st week's game.
Teammate Donnell Danie
climbed to the rifth st:Qt with
8.4 yards pel' average. Dempse~
said Daniel would return pun
this game.
Center Tom Baugh missed th
Southwest game because of
viral infection, but he hal
practiced all week, Dempse
said, and should be ready fo
action.
Two people, though, Iha
Dempsey will probably b
without are tailback Everet
Wilson, out wit! I a hamslrm
pull for almost two wt>t;ks, an
tight end Richard Blackmon
See FOOTBALL, Page 23

In the fourth slot will be thJ
team's third senior, Tom Jones]
who ca:ies a 78.7 clip. Jones
followed by freshman Jay Sal a
whose fall average is 78.8.
J.D. TOr;llinscn will make th
trip south, but will playas a
individual and will not coun
toward tht:! team total.
Pacing the field in Biloxi
Miss., will he defending tour~
nament champion Housto
Baptist, which fired sub-3f!I"
rounds all three days !ast vear.
Also returning is runner·up
Mississippi State.
i
Coach Mary Beth McGirr said
most of the leams in the lournament are from Alabama
MiSSissippi and Louisiana, but
also putting in an appearance
will be Missouri 'tailEY Con
ference foe Tulsa.
Last year the Salukis finisr12th among 18 teams, bu

:1

fee GOLF, Page 22

Spikers "lust win.
to get morale boost

~\~

~
,~.:.~

By Sherry Chisenhall"
Sports Editor

As much as improvement and
performance may mean to her
team, volleyball Coach Debbie
Hunler can't dp.ny that ".he time
"~'~;;j.;"<
.•.. 1.t" ... '. ,.
of season has rolled around
when
only the W's and the L's
•..
.
'.
count.
.
.. - '
Hunter's I !am opells its
conference l!Ichedule Friday
night at Wichita State, followed
1"
by a stop at Southwest Missouri
State Saturday night.
Thrllughout the season
Hunter and her coaching staff
have emphasized performance
and downplayed the importance
of winning and losing. Starting
Friday night, though, the final
outcome is aI' that can make a
difference in· how much longer
the Salukis will play ball this
season.
Last year the Salukis capped
a . successful season with a
disappointing third-place finish
in the Gateway Collegiate
Athletic Conference. This time
around, Hunter has set her
sights on a third-or-better
finish.
The scramble fo!" the GCAC
title has been amended, though. .
This year, all conference teams
must face each other in the
regular season, and the four
teams with the best records in
head-to-head competition will'
go at it in the championship.
Illinois State is the favorite to
repeat as Gateway chamjl<l,
with Southwest Missouri running a c\lSe second. SIU-C is
Staff P~o~ by stephen Kea!tedy" probably the third power of the
conference, while the No: 4 slot
Patty NieDleyer . . . . , r . 1110 ItIoet apia" O&&8.a'. NeD LoIej ID aD .ubibiti_ naatelL:
.... ,."

,
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may prove to be up for grabs.
With the way tile spikers'
season has progressed, don'
count Otl them to put in an a
pearallOl! just because the sta
show they should. Hunter's clu
has hit a skid that slid it pbS
several games the team
"should" have won.
SIU-C is 6-16, considerably of
base from the original goal of '
.500 season. l'he Salukis hay
lost 12 of their last 13 matches,
and Hunter said the team seems
to have morale problem.
Whether the coach's perceptions are on target or not,
the Salukis must regroup and
come on strong the last part of
the season. or they may find
themselves at home when the
Final Four battle for the
championship.
HIIDter may have abandone
hope of.rn even win-loss record.
but she hasn't lost faith in the
GCAC goal.
"It takes mental diSCipline to
bE' able to perk up after losing,"
she said. "It takes a lot of
mental energy to come back. I
don't know how many times we
ean keep doing that.
"What the players really need
is to win. We've been folding
easily. Other teams haven't had
to beal us, we've b(,aten ourselves. We're self-destructing.
"One etror can rloestroy us.
The players need to handle
making mistakt~. Every player
at some point will make an
error. Ttey just need to iace it
and move on. What we as
coaches are doing to help isn't
helpi..-,g. Tllf'Y just need to win."

I

